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1Cambridge, Lass.
May 26, 1932.
Professor A. L. Merrill,
Secretary of the Faculty,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Cambridge, Massachusetts.
Dear Sir:
In accordance with part of the require-
ments for graduation, we hereby submit a thesis
entitled, I The Status of the Food Broker in the
Field of Food Distribution.''
We wish to express our appreciation to
Professor Elder for his assistance and guidance in
directing this investigation.
We are much indebted to the Packers,
Buyers, and Brokers who assisted us in obtaining
the information we needed. Their help was much
appreciated.
Very truly. yours,
T. P. Coffey , ,- .
C. H. Taylor
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2OBJECT
The object of this investigation is to determine the
status of the Food Broker in the field of food distribu-
tion.
3METHOD OF INVESTIGATION
In order to get as broad a picture of the problem as
possible so that a reasonably correct solution might be
obtained, the following proceedure was followed.
1. We read all the literature available on the
subject.
2. Realizing that the broker deals fundamentally
with the Packer and Buyer, made it necessary for us to 'de-
termine their point of view. We therefore went out and -
interviewed a few 6f these gentlemen in each class. Find-
ing these gentlemen extremely busy, we decided we could get
better results by sending out a questiornnaire.
3. Therefore, fifty questionares each were sent
out to brokers, buyers and packers. The questions were
based on data obtained from reading and interviewing.
4. Analysis of the questions with comments thereon
4SCOPE
Questionnaires were sent out to the northeastern
section of the United States i.e. as far west as the
Mississippi, southward to and including Virginia and north-
ward to and including Maine. Therefore, conclusions drawn
are true only of this area but undoubtedly represent con-
ditions in the whole United States.
Types of buyers among whom this investigation was
carried out are:
Large chain stores such as the A/P Co.
Voluntary chain associations.
Wholesale grocers.
Bakers supply.
Large speciality retailers as S.S. Pierce.
Hotel supply.
Types of Pakers are:
Large nationally advertised producers.
Large but not advertised producers.
Small and unknown producers.
Brokerage firms questioned were picked out of the
Thomas Grocery Register: some at random, and some at the
suggestion of local brokerage firms. This same method was
used in selecting the buyers and packers to be questioned.
5FOREWORD.
It would be well at this point for us to define
just what we mean when we speak.-of the Food Broker, to
describe the various types of Food Brokers and to state
to the best of our ability the problem which confronts
the Food Broker today so that the reader will have a better
idea of what the investigation deals with.
DEFINITION.
When speaking of the Food Broker we mean fundamentally
a salesmen, who, if true to type handles no commodities
at all himself but acts as an intermediary between buy-
er and seller, charging a fee for these services based
on a percentage of sales price. His tabk is mainly that
of bringing buyer and seller into contact.
TYPES.
There are various types of Food Brokers and we
have confined our investigations to those who deal in
canned foods and non-perishable goods of a similiar
type. Again there are a few divisions in this type,
namely: The Ordinary Broker, the General Sales Agent,
the Commission Merchant, and the merchandising Broker.
The ordinary broker is one who receives at the
begining of each year future prices from the packer's
goods. He then in turn communicates with the whole-
sale grocer, representing to him the prices of goods
6to be packed in the middle of the year or thereabouts.
These prices however, are subject to change and after
the broker finds a buyer the packer must sanction or
confirm the sale before it is good. This type of
broker never actually possesses the goods which are
sent from the packer to the wholesaler direct.
The General Sales Agent or Field Broker as he is
sometimes called, usually handles the packer's entire
output or arranges for the marketing of it in certain
sections. This type of broker usually has a contract
or a definite arrangement tolhandleall or part of the
packer's goods, whereas the ordinary broker, has none
of these. This is where the essential difference
lies. The general sales agent, usually makes use of
other brokers or sub- brokers in completing sales.
He pays these brokers from his own commission, the
packer having nothing to do with them- at all. On
the whole, the general sales agent, is a quick and
efficient means of selling goods although he does charge
a higher rate than is.-usual, he saves the packer the
expense of negotiating with a large number of ordinary
brokers. He is usually very experienced and close to
the market at all times, keeping the packer well in-
formed as to market conditions: This type of broker
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is very intimate with the packer and is sometimes
practically a part of the packer's organization,
although they act separately as ordinary brokers do.
Sometimes in order to insure their jobs as agents, they
advance money to the packer to help him along during
sub normal times.
The Commission Merchant is for the most part
somewhat like the general sales agent and ordinary
broker combined. However, his functions are general-
ly more extreme: He finances the packer, sells whole
or part of the out put and collects the packer's
accounts in some instances. His commission usually
runs as high as 5o where the ordinary broker usually
gets 2 to 3 6
The Merchandising broker is one who buys and
sells goods on his own account. Therefore he is not
really performing the functions of a true broker, but
is engaged in an illegitimate form of business.
Some do this type of selling of necessity but others do
it to realize a future profit. Some large houses do
this on a small scale, supplying the small wholesaler
who finds it impossible to get credit from the canner.
This type of broker tries to anticipate the buyer's
needs and must in order to make a go of it, keep in
very close contact with the market. The rates here,
8run as high as 5 - 7 6 as against the 2ep rate of
the ordinary broker. However,when the Food
Administration in November 1917, reauired them to
register as both jobber and broker,,many large
houses dropped this ''Ierchamdising'' or buying
and selling, rather than pay for licenses as jobbers
This is significant of the small amount of business
in, and of the importance of ''Merchandising!'
In our investigation, we communicated with
and interviewed ordinary brokers for the most part.
However, we did inblude some field brokers or general
selling agents and commission merchants. We did
not bother with ''Merchandising"' brokers for our
interest lay in pure brokerage and not in such
fields as ''Merchandising'' The reason for our
communicating largely with ordinary brokers is due
to the fact that this type of broker is the one who
is most affected by the change in the buying and sell-
ing of the larger organizations and by the rapid growth
of the chain stores, packers associations and buyers
associations.
Before stating the problem which confronts the food
broker today, a look into the marketing picture of the
past would be advisable. Thirty to forty years ago when
9such things as the telephonic and telegraphic com-
munications were in their infancy, and national adv-
ertising was not known, the marketing problem con-
fronting the manufacturer was a difficult one.
Packers at that-time were restricted by their seas-
onal operations to a limited sales force. There was
no such thing as the market research of today to en-
able them to forecast their probable future sales and
thus their future production in anticipation of the
demand. Market statistics and investigation were
practically unknown. Hard common sense was relied
upon and in order to get a figure that was somewhere
near correct for the sales and production end, it was
necessary that someone who was an intimate contact with
the market and who had a wide experience in market a
work, be employed by the packer. This man, known
as the food bbroker, proved almost invaluable to
the packer in this way. He brought the buyer to the
seller, charging a fee which was based on the amount
of sales he brought to the packer. He was in such
intimate contact with the market that he could an-
ticipate the future demand and supply to a fair
degree of accuracy in the local market, largely
through his wide experience in dealing with these
changes. He did not rely on statistics about which
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he knew next to nothing, but upon his intuition,
whichwas an intrinsic part of his business if he
was to be successful. His knowledge of where the
cheapest goods and the best goods for the price
were to be had was a great help to the buyer, and
his ability to give a fairly accurate estimate of
probable future sales allowed the canner to offer
his goods on a real competitive basis with other
packers or canners. Another service he gave the
canners was that of new customers which fact all-
owed the canner to grow and extend his operations.
With all these advantages it is easy to see how the
food broker was a valuable asset to any canner,
and with a large number of these brokers spread
outf in the various localities which the packer
could economically reach a packer had at his finger-
tips, a fairly good picture of the market he was
covering.
PROBLEM
However, with the fairly recent growth of
big business in the food line, with the introduction
of market research, and with the enormous stress
that is being placed on efficiency in all bnsinesses
11
it can be easily seen that the broker has developed
a tendency to eliminate himself by his own efficency.
He does this by organizing the market which makes it
pos:ible for the buyer and packer to eventually slip
past him. When the buyer can meet the packer on
equal footing or on the same ground, the broker be-
comes a useless appendage in the eyes of the principals
A buyer , especially the chain store type, resents the
fact that the packer credits the broker with 26 or
more of the sales price of any sale and thinks that he
should get this item credited to him in spite of
Federal Trade Commission rules to the contrary:
see appendix -Page 254
Is it any wonder then that in these days of cut-
throat competition, that the larger buyers are going
directtto the packer and on top of this, demanding the
usual broker's commission.on such sales?
It is practices such as these that are making th e
broker sit up and take notice as his very existence
will be threatened if such tactics become general.
It must be very hard for a packer to be approach
ed by acbi-;buyer , especially in these times, offer-
ing to take his entire pack provided he will dispense
with his broker. It is only natural for the packer
to accept such an offer to the consequential damage
12
to the broker. Another-year however and the large
buyer may have forgotten the packer and then who is
going to take on the task of selling the packer's out-
put? A good broker will hesitate to do so: there-
fore the packer will also in an indirect way suffer for
his direct selling.
The broker who works hard on an account which
eventually becomes well known, may have it taken a-
way from him at a moment's notice, due to the de-
mands of a large direct buying concern in his own
territory or the canner's introduction of his own
sales force.
Furthermore, the growth of large voluntary 1
Chain stores, is also having an adverse effect both
on the wholesale grocer and the food broker. They
are2 driving the wholesale grocer out of existence by
depriving him of his market ( i.e. the small inde-
pindent retailer) and refusing to buy through the
food broker or in other words, employing the same
tactics of the large corporation owned chain stores.
Hitherto, it was believed that the chain store
development would be confined to the large indust-
rial areas, but the A + P., has recently demonstrated
1 See Page 223 251
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considerable success in rural communities. Local
antagonism is neutralized by choosing local managers
and the people as a whole have become chain store
conscious. Hence, with the rural market dwindling
by the replacement of the independent grocer, things
do not look any too bright for the wholesaler and
ultimately the broker.
14
PACKER'S A-TTITUDE AND VIEWPOINT.
Question #1.
How does your company distribute its products?
(a) Through your own sales force?
(b) Through the Food Broker?
(c) By communication as mail, telephone-
The majority of the answers received to this
question indicate that most canners do use the Food
Broker to some extent in the distribution of their
products. This is especially true of the small
canners who answered the question for it is evi-
dent that they could not maintain their own sales-
force throughout any large sized territory and then
expect to compete with other canners. To them,
the broker presents the cheapest method of distri-
bution.
Some distribution, especially that which is
nearby, is done by mail, telephone etc., with these
small canners. The fairly large canners answered
to the effect that they distribute in every manner
suggested. They maintain a small salesforce, use
the food broker and distribute by communication.
The inference that can be drawn here is that
their own sales force and communication methods are
used in districts near the cannery, and that the
broker is used in distant territories where the
15
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maintenance of a large sales force necessary to
cover the market is too costly. The nationally
advertised brands as Heinz's , Campbell's Soup,
Richardson + Robins, etc., answered that they used
their own sales force exclusively. Here again,
there is evidence that as the canner gets more
powerful and expands his plants and engages in
year round production, he tends to do away with
the broker entirely, relying on his own sales
force to keep him in close contact with the market
s6 that the broker must rely on the smaller and
medium sized canners for his business.
Those whose production is seasonal, tend to
use the broker, regardless of their size. Obvious-
ly, the use of their own sales force in this case
would be impossible. Strange to say, some national-
ly advertised brands do distribute through the Food
Broker but the amount so distributed is comparative-
ly small.
The employment of the broker is resorted to in
this case only in out of the way districts where the
salesmen's volume would not be sufficient to warrant
a call. Were the broker to rely on the commissions
received from the very large canners, he would have
to seek other means of making a living.
Question #2.
To whom is your product primarily distribu-
ted.
(a) Wholesaler.
(b) Retailer
(c) Chain Store
(d) Direct to consumer.
Answers received here were to the effect that
products are primarily distributed in practically
every case to the wholesaler and chain store.
Insomuch as the majority of the answers to
Question #1, indicated that distribution was carri-
ed out through the Food Broker, lining this up
with the answers to the above Question #2, the
indication is, that the Food Broker is selling the
Chain Store, and indirectly, is helping his best
customer, the wholesaler , out of the picture.
However, it was found out in the broker's
questionnaire, Chain Stores do not buy through
Food Brokers consistently but only at long inter-
vals so that in most cases, a broker deals mainly
with the wholesaler. The broker may sell the
Chain store of necessity, for the chains buy in
large lots and the commission received on such a
sale isint to be passed up easily:.
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Even though the Chain Stores do force their
packers to cut their prices to a large extent, the
large amounts they buy, do bring enough profit to
the packer to warrant his doing business with them,
but the great draw-back for the small packer es-
pecially, is the fact, that the chain stores may
buy 5 or 10 carloads at a time and not return to
buy again for a long interval.
This means that the packer will have to rush
to make up the order and may have to call on his
neighboring packer to help him fill it.
The majority of the nationally advertised
packers distribute to their own sales force, direct
to the retailer and the chain stores. This is so
perhaps, because they are engaged in continuous pro-
duction and'to keep their merchadise,moving, must
have a-sales force under their immediate direction.
Furthermore, as they do a large amount of advertis-
ing, it is necessary that they get their product
into the hands of every buyer in a given market,
area, regularly. The advertising which they do,
enables the product to more or less sell itself
and hence, requires a very small sales force and
very few brokers.
19
A negligible number of answers, less than 10
were received where the packer claimed he distribut-
ed direct to the consumer. As these packers were
not large ones, it is safe to conclude that such
distribution takes place only in the territory near
the plant.
This practice is not general in the canning
business and therefore, must not be taken as re-
presentative.
Question #3.
Does your method of distribution keep you in
constant touch with the market so that you have all
the advantages of anticipated trends7
Over 856 of the answers to this question, stated
that they did receive all the advantages of anticipat-
ed trends. This is, as was expected, for today
most of the methods of distribution used, must do
this or they would not have lasted in competition as
long as they have. The ability of the broker to
forecast fairly accurately, is an intrinsic part of
his trade. The use of statistics and the like,
greatly aid him in his work.
As was evidenced by some of the answers ob-
tained, several brokers were not as good as others,
20
in this work. Some packers were very emphatic in
stating that the broker did not give them reliable
advice. This was especially true of one packer,
who stated that the brokers even misquoted prices
of competitors so that they could get a cheaper
price from the canners for the product through this
creation of a fictious market. This canner stated
that he was soon going to change over from the Food
Broker to his own sales force. This is an exception-
al case and is not representative of the broker's
stand. Brokers who are members of the National
Food Broker's Association, are pledged to avoid this.
Another packer stated that brokers furnished
good advice only on the most profitable items which
they pushed harder than the others. Those packers
who use their own sales force, are all satisfied
with the forecast obtained thereby.
The results of this question could be summariz-
ed by saying that there are good and bad brokers.
The good being in the majority and a credit to their
profession, while the bad ones are in a very small
but active minority, doing immeasurable harm to the
good broker's reputation.
Question #4.
If you use brokers and a buyer refuses to buy
through your broker, and applies to you direct, will
you do business with him?
If so, will you then credit the broker with the
sale?
Eighty percent of the answers obtained here were
to the effect that they would do business direct if
the buyer so wanted it. In periods of hand to mouth
buying such as the present one, such a proportion of
positive answers were to be expected. Who knows but
the practise may become permanent?
No packer will willingly, because of a desire to
be fair with the broker, turn away a buyer in such a,
case for he will be only to gld to liquidate his
stock.
looking at it from a non partisan point of
view, it would be foolish to do otherwise. How-
ever, 20& stated that they would not do business
with such a buyer. The majority of these packers
have been doing business with the broker for about
fifty years and probably acted in such a manner,
out of their friendship for their broker or as a
reward for his long service.
In quite a few cases, the packers stated they
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wouJd do business only if the circumstances so
warranted it and then only, after an agreement
with the broker. These particular packers also
protected the broker's commission.
In regard to the second part of this question,
we did,not receive answers from all those who ans-
wered the first part. This is probably due to the
fact, that the packers were undecided as to just
what they would do in such a case or as one packer
stated, ' that such a condition had not been met
with by him in all his year's of packing:' Those
who did answer, all with the exception of one man,
stated they would give the broker credit for the
sale. However, some of these, made the reservation
that the broker be deserving and be paying the proper
attention to their account.
The results of this question tend to show that
the broker is still looked upon as a good means of
distribution and not one that 'is soon to be done
away with, for if he were not so looked upon, we
would not have the protection given to the broker's
commission that the questions indicated. However,
the activities of buying associations in obtain-
ing this commission for their members, is not to be
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overlooked, although we received no evidence of such
a situation in the answers to our questionnaire.
The few interviews we did have with local brbkers
did bring this out to some extent however.
Question #5.
Do you permit your broker to represent other
packers in the same line as yours?
Do you set definite territories for him?
Do you set quotas for him?
The answers to this question show that approximate-
ly 65 6 of the packers answering do not hold the broker
to their product alone while 35 $ do. Those who do
not restrict the broker to their product alone, are
the small canners although some other large canners
don't either. One of the large canners stated
that the reason he does not hold. the brokers to his
line alone, is because he rel-ies on the quality of
his product to defeat competition.
Those who did hold the broker to their product
alone, was a fairly large canner in every instance.
They are able to do so for they can get brokers to
take on their special line any time if the one they
now use, refuses to handle it without handling com-
peting lines. This is so, because they pay a
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good commission equivalent to a good annual salary
as the case of one canner who pays about $4000: a
year in commissions to his exclusive broker. Thus
it is easy to see why a broker of such a large
canner is willing to comply with this request.
The small canners are in no position and
don't offer enough business, to do the same al-
though in the aggregate, they give the broker his
biggest business and allow him in handling their
competing lines to always have a store of desired
goods on hand and to satisfy all types of customers.
In a case where one canners stock is depleted,
the broker can be sure of having a competing line
for buyers thus having goods on hand at all times.
The exclusive broker cannot do this and when his
canner's stock is depleted, he is idle although
some large canners, at this point, allow him to
handle other lines for his own profit.
In regard to territories, some correlation
between the answers received here and those re-
ceived in the broker's questionnaire was obatined.
See questions #2 and #3 -'Broker's Viewpoint'.
About 80-S of the packers approximately the
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same as in the brokers questionnaire, do restrict
the brokers to definite territories. Of course
this may be only a coincidence but nevertheless,
results are the same and the same conclusions may
be reached as in the brokers questionnaire; that is
for the most part, only the large unadvertised
canners and the nationally advertised canners do
so- although in some cases, the small and unkown
canner has done so.
This restriction is no doubt due to the fact
that the canner does lot want his brokers compet-
ing with each other, thus involving extra expense
and duplication of effort. Also, competing brokers
even with the same line, might cut prices and thus
injure the packer indirectly.
The small and unkown packer need not so re-
strict his broker because usually he is represent-
ed by a field broker who sells indefinite terri-
tories which he allots to his sub brokers. The
small and unikown canner of himself, does not take
in a wide enough range to bother about restrictions.
In regard to quotas, the same correlation was
reached again with the brokers questionnaire in
this regatd. The result was that about 90,6 of the
packers do not set quotas for their brokers,the
-I
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same argument applying as in the restlt of the
broker!is, answers to this question, in regard to
the type of canner and the industry as a whole.
The broker realizes that he must sell a fair pro-
portion of the market in order to hold an account,
especially if it is an attractive one, and the
necessity of quota setting in this phase of the
industry is therefore done away with.
Question #6.
If you do not use the merchandise broker now,
have you ever done so?
If so why did you dispense with his services?
From the answers. obtained here it is evident
that only those who do use the merchandise broker
now, with the exception of the nationally advertis-
ed brands who answered, were interested enough in
the question to answer it. The nationally ad-
vertised brands that answered, did so by letter,
stating that they did not use him., and the prob-
ability is, they have not used him for a good many
years to any extent.
Of the answers received here, of which there
were only two, one was to the effect that the broker
was a hold- lup man and so he dispensed with him
and the other stated that the broker did not keep
27
him in close enough contact with the market to
warrant his being kept. These answers are not
reprdsentative, for all the others who did answer,
now use the food broker.
The answers obtained might be discounted, on
the assumption that the brokers they concern were
not representative of the class as a whole although
they do reflect on the average broker.
Question #7.
If you do use the merchandise broker now,
approximately, how long have you been using him?
What is your main reason for using him?
Results of this auestion show that all those
who answered with the exceptionz of the nati6nally,
advertised brands, have been using the broker from
twelve years up to fifty years. No answer was ob-
tained in which the broker was used less than twelve
years. This might tend to show that there are very
few people entering the packing busiess in the past
ten years.
Over two thirds of the answers received,
stated.they had been using the broker over twenty
years and about one third, placed his length of
service at fifty years. These figures show that the
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packers who have been using the broker for this
length of time, would not break off with him in a
hurry for the habit of dealing with the broker is
more or less ingrained in their system and will
not easily be lost: accordingly, we believe it
safe to conclude that those who are now using the
Food Broker will do so for some time to come and
the broker may be assured of the accounts he now
holds if he carries on in the right manner.
Reseons given for using the broker, were many
and varied. The outstanding one, was that of
cheapness and economy. Freauent contact with the
buyer, knowledge of the market and knowledge of
buyers with good credit were next in importance.
Other reasons, such as convenience, the fact that he
was always used, ability to actually know your
marketing costs and the like, were given with less
frequency.
One firm stated that they looked upon their
broker as a sort of a district manager- while an-
other stated that the broker was a part owner in the
firm. These latter reasons were singular and not
at all representative reasons.
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One of the best reasons for small canners using
the broker, is the assurance of an adequate sales
force at a reasonable rate in every market district
of the country.
These small canners cannot afford to use their
own salesforce, due to the expense involved and the
Food Broker who is an expense only on sales obtained,
is more or less of a God-send to the small canner.
The large canners use the broker for his know-
ledge of the market as well as the great economy in
saving effected by means of his actin; as a sales
force.
Question #8.
If you use the Merchandise broker, do you
get a large number of repeat orders from him.
This question showed that in approximately
90 of the answeres obtained, the fact that the food
brpker does give a large amount of repeat orders,
was proven. Only 105 answered thht they did not re-
ceive a large amount of repeat orders and practically
all of these were packers who were dissatisfied with
their broker and who made the most complaints against
the broker.
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We accordingly think it is reasonable to
assume that the broker serving these men are of
the poorer type and do not re~present the
average broker at all. It is also well at this
point to state that several of those who are now
receiving large numbers of repeat orders from the
brokers stated that they noticed a falling off of
repeat orders of late. One packer says that he is
now receiving a small amount of repeat orders where
he formerly received a large amount of repeat orders.
However, as the great majority of cases show that
this was not the general case, it is save to assume
that the broker will,in general,gontinue to bring
large number of repeat orders to his packers, for
as one packer stated the broker prides himself on
satisfying buyers to such an extent that they return
again to bpiy from him and therein lies one of his
biggest profits.
Question #9.
In general what size order does the merchandise
broker bring to you?
Large Medium ----- Small----
This auestion did not bring about any remark-
able results. There were a few packers who stated
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specifically just what size order the broker did
bring in general, and these were for the most part
large orders and medium size orders with a few ans-
wering small orders. In the great majority of cases
packers stated that all sizes of orders were brought
in with no regularity as to any specific size.
Comments were made that this fact was due to the
.period of depression we are now in, but these were
few.
Accordingly the resnlts of this question can
be summed up in the statement that the food broker
does not bring in any special size order, but brings
to the packer all sizes from several carload lots
down to five and ten case lots. The ability of a
broker to draw small lots to&gether to form carload
lots leads us to believe that in general the broker
gets from buyers medium to small lot sizes although
this is rot aliayg the case.
Question #10.
What in your opinion are the advantages and
disadvantages of the food brokers in distributing
uan food?
32
In drawing up this question, we suggested after
the question, some of the known advantages and some
of the disadvantages of the broker, in order to give
the packers an idea of just what we wanted in answer
to this question. Space was supplied for other
advantages and disadvantages that might occur to
the packer when he read our suggestions. The
response here, was fairly good.
Almost all the packers conceded the advantages
of th& development of new prospects and market in-
formation. Extension of loans was checked by only
two packers, showing that this function of the Food
brokers business is not the general thing but the
exception.
Perhaps it would be better at this point for
us to list all the advantages and disadvantages
checked by the packers or written by them. The
following is a list of these.
ADVANTAGES:
Development of new prospects.
Market information.
Less expensive than a sales force for small
or average size packer.
Checking claims: Swells etc.
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Knowledge of best type of buyer.
Frequent personal contact with market.
Credit information.
Adjustment of differences of complaints.
Local prestige.
Of these advantages either suggested or check-
ed by the packers,'Development oI new prospects
and 'Market information' were outstanding. Next
came 'the advantage of economy to the small and
average size canner' . This fact, is one of the
main reasons for the broker's existence today and
on careful thought, it can be easily seen why this is
so.
The broker is paid only on sales made, while
the salesman is usually paid whether the sales-are
being made or not. Now, if a small packer has this
sales force burden to carry at all times, both in
and out of season, whether sales are made or not,
his profit which is small without a sales force,
would soon disappear and he would be forced out of
business: This is where the Economy that the
broker brings to the small canner, helps enormously.
The next most important advantage named by the
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packers, is that of frequent personal contact
with the buyer and market. This is a part of
the brokerage business and is important to the
packer, for obtaining market information and new
prospects.
The other advantages listed were not named
very frequently by the packer but nevertheless
are a part of the every day work of the broker
and on them rests the foundation of the whole
brokerage business.
DISADVAKTAGES:
Cuts prices to complete sale.
Market mis-information.
Necessity of prodding broker.
Nesessity of sticking to established dis-
tributors.
Working one account against the other.
lack of merchandising and responsibility for
goods sold.
Represents too many similar lines.
Picks most profitable lines: negledting others
Twenty-five percent of the packerb questioned,
complained of price cutting and this seems to be the
chief disadvantage as far as small canners are concer-
ned.
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Small canners have not as much control over the
brokers as the larger ones do and the brokers are
not afraid of the result of price cutting as far as
this type canner is concerned. This is not a very
good practice and is not carried on to any great
extent. Several packers claim that prices are cut
only on authorization from them and it would seem
that the good broker does hot carry on this practice
except by authorization.
Another disadvantage that was outstanding in
our estimation although only about 15% of the packers
mentioned it, was the lack of aggressiveness on the
part of the broker, which makes it necessary for the
packer to keep after and continually prod the brokers
to get orders. This may be due to the fact that in
the localities of the respective brokers, who re-
presented the packers who complained of this, com-
petition or discrimination on the part of buying
associations may be great.
There is one result of this question that speaks
well for the broker. Thit is the fact that altough
we listed. , on our own initiative, as a suggested dis-
advantage the possibility that the broker was too ex-
pensive,not in any case was this checked as a dis-
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advantage. In fact, several packers stated in their
remarks.that the broker was the cheapest and most
economieal way of distributing their product for it
did away with the necessity of maintaining a sales -
force which if necessary to the business, would make
it quite impossible for many canners to. remain in
business.
The canners making\this remark, were in the main
small ones, who depended mainly on the broker for the
distribution of their-products. This fact leads.us
to believe that the broker will always be able to
earn a living from the small canners provided of
course that a proper market outlet shall be main-
tained.
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BUYER'S ATTITUDE AND VIEWPOINT
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Note: Answers were received here for most part
from-those who do use the food broker to a greater
or less extent. Those like the A + P., who are
known to have a prejudice against the food broker
did not deem it worth while to answer, evidently.
Question #1.
How do you buy your goods? ( Please number
according to volume, i.e. #1 is largest etc.)
(a) Through food broker
(b) Through canner's salesmen
(c) Direct through canner by mail, telephone etc.
Answers to this question ran somewhat as expected.
We found that all wholesalers bought through the food
broker, large chain stores bought direct, while volun-
tary chain stores bought through their syndicate which
in turn bought direct. One of the voluntary chain
associations informed us that due to the fact that
packers and canners do not seem to get sufficient
volume through brokers, they are 'soliciting business
direct. Small Chain stores whose activities are pure-
ly local, do use the food broker to a large extent,
but do some of their buying direct. The results of
this question show a definite tendency on the part of
chain stores in general to disregard a broker as a
method of distribution while the existing wholesalers
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and bakers supply still cling to the broker.
Question #2.
Do the quantities you buy influence you in
any way, that is, do you buy:(g) Large lots through broker or direct?
(b) Small lots through broker or direct?
(c) Job lots through broker or direct?
Here the tendency on the part of the whole-
saler is to buy through the broker regardless of
the size 'of the order although some wholesalers
claim that it is cheaper to go direct on large lots.
Small chains evidence the tendency to buy large lots
direct and small and job lots through the broker.
Several buyers show no prejudice in their buying,
letting market conditions control. Indeed, some of
the largest wholesalegrocers in Boston will not do
any of their buying other than through a food broker.
Question #3.
If you use the merchandise broker, how long
have you been using him?
(a) What is your main reason for using him?
convenient, market information, credit extentions,
others?
Most of the buyers answering this question,
claim that they have been doing business with the
broker for over twenty years. This then may account
for the pronounced preference for doing business through
the broker that c.vidences itself. These buyers have
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evidently got in the habit of doing business through
the food brokers and they hate to change their method
of buying.
The main reason for using him seems to be that
he is -convenient, on the job all the time; in other
words, he is at the buyer's finger tips. Most of the
buyers claim that brokers were of little if anyaid in
extension of credits. Some inferred that their main
reason for uining the broker was that it was the only
way they could buy some products.
It would appear then, that the buyer does not
like to wait for the canner's salesman to make his
scheduled visit, nor does he wish to go to the ex-
pense of communicating with any one packer when the
result of such an effort would show the packer to be
out of stock of the article wanted. It seems to be
easier to call up a broker and tell him your wants:
if his packers have not the product in stock the
broker will go out among the trade and get the buyer
what he is looking for and do all this without any
expense either in time or money to the buyer.
Question #4
If you.do not use the Food Broker, have you
ever used him?
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(a) Why did you dispense with his services?
Evidently those who r.o not use the morchtnd.ise
broker did not think it worth while to answer,
although it may be inferred that no buyer has com-
pletely thrown a broker overboard -and will still do
business with him if it is to his advantage. All
those who answered the questions use the broker to
a greater or lesser degree.
Question #5.
If you buy direct, do you insist that the
canner credit you with the broker's commission?
A vast majority of the answers to this question,
indicated that the buyer did not demand the broker's
commission. The Chain stores both voluntary and
incorporate demanded the broker's commission whenever
possible. Such a practice is in direct violation of
the Federal Trade Commission Rules regarding the grocery
trade. See Page 254
Quite a few did not answer this question which
may or may not be attributed to fear of disclosing
their participation in such a practice.
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Question #6:
Does your method of buying keep you in con-
stant touch with the market so that you have all
the advantages of anticipated trends?
The answer to this question would indicate
that whatever method of buying is employed by the
buyers it keeps them in the closest contact with
the market, therefore it cannot be claimed that the
broker does not represent true market conditions,
at least from the buyer's point of view. The
packer however,'tells a'Aifferent story on this
question: See Pages 20, 86, 87,99, 100, 121
Many buyers claim that the brokers have saved
them considerable money during the recent economic
depression. Packers forced to liquidate their
holdings by order of the banks, have done so through
a broker. The broker naturally gives this informa-
tion to his best customer and as a consequent, the
buyer comes in for a considerable saving. Further-
more, the market is not unnecessarily depressed as
the price of the forced sale does not become public
and thereby make the liquidating price, the market
price.
However, it seems that many of those who do
buy through the Food Broker alone, do not rely on
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him exclusively for their market information as
many sources other than the broker are open to the
buyer, such as canner's circulars, Commerce reports,
Trade Journals, Newspaper articles and the like.
Question #7.
(a) What in your opinion are the advantages
of using the Food Broker?
(b) Disadvantages.
After a study of the answers to this question,
we have come to the conclusion that the advantages
far out weigh the disadvantages. It is interest-
ing to note the chain stores attitude in this con-
nection. One of the large local Chains, makes this
striking statement. '' The main disadvantage , is
the necessity of paying the broker's commission which
is a vital factor in a business that nets less than
2 6.11 It should be remembered here however, that
it is the packer who pays the commission and not the
buyer.
Many of the large Wholesale hunses , feel the
same way about commissions paid to the broker: This
seems to be about the only real disadvantage in the
use of Food Brokers from the buyer's point of view.
In regard to the advantages, a book might be written
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about them alone. Even the Chains see some
advantages in the use of the broker. Among
some of the outstanding claims made are :
(1) The Personal Contact that the broker
brings as a result of his acquaintance with both
the packer and the buyer. The buyer gets to know
the broker after seeing him day in and day out and.
he finds out that he can rely on what the broker
tells him. In fact, he would rather rely on the
broker's opinion as to the condition, quality and
value of goods than on the packer. He knows that
the broker will want to sell him again, if not in
the same line, then in some other and. therefore the
broker will not misrepresent the goods that he is
selling.
(2) The broker can enable a buyer to purchase
in lessbthan carload lots, thus giving the buyer the
advantages of prices based on carload lots and a great
saving in freight rates. The broker does this by
making up pool cars,, that is, the broker goes out
among the trade in his locality and sells 50 cases
to one buyer and 50 or less to another, until he
has made up a carload lot. The small buyer or even
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the larger one, finds in the broker, a solution
to his problem in this respect especially in these
days of hand to mouth buying.
(3) If upon delivery, the goods from the
buyer's view, are not up to the quality he bought,
he has in the broker, a representative of the pack-
er on the spot, to whom he can complain and get
action. To settle such disputes by mail, are more
often impossible than possible.
(4) Furthermore, the broker can introduce
new products to the trade that would otherwise receive
scant attention. The buyer reasons that if the broker
is willing to risk his reputation on the product,
then there must be some intrinsic value attached to
it. A good broker, does not take on every account
that is offered him without carefully investigating
the packer's reputation both from a financial and
quality standard.
We would recommend that the reader, read the
various buyer's comments in- the appendix as each
buyer has presented them. The reader will then per-
ceive that the majority of the bu7er's comments are
in substantial agreement.
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As regards the future of the brokerage business
from the buyer's view pciint; there is evidence that
the brokerage business has received in some quarters,
a black eye, so to speak. The irresponsibility of
a considerable number of so called brokers, and the
violation of confidences, has not helped the honest
members of the profession any; The recent economic
catastrophe has done much to eliminate this unde-
sirable member of the profession. Buyers claim
that quality packers have quality brokers and good
brokers represent quality packers.
Many of the large wholesalers in Boston and
vicinity have given us the impression that they will
continue to do business through the Food Broker as
they find it the most economical way to buy.
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BROKER'S ATTITUDE AND VIEWPOINT:
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Question #1
What type canner works through you?
(a) Nationally advertised
(b) Large canners but not advertised
(c) Small and unkown canners
Through whom is the greatest volume done, a,b,c
In answer to this question, brokers for the
most part, seem to represent all kinds of canners.
This is especially true of the large brokerage houses
who in order to serve their buyers, must have avail-
able at all times, the type of product the buyer wants
and when he wants it. By representing the various
types of canners, he can satisfy the various types of
buyers, for some buyers may have use for only the better
goods while others can use both the better and poorer
goods according to just what type of customer buys
from them.
However, there are some brokers who represent
only one type of canner. We find that in the out-
lying market districts, where the market is small,
brokers represent the large nationally advertised
canners to a greater extent than the large city
brokers do, whereas in the city and large market
districts, brokers represent for the most part what
un
we call the large but advertised canners. We think
that this is due to the fact that the nationally
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advertised canners have their own salesmen work the
large market districts and let the brokers handle
the small volume stuff in the rural_ sections.
The greater part of the business in brokering,
seems to be done through the large but unadvertised
canners with about 50g6 of the brokers checking this.
Approximately, 250 of the answers received, were in
favor of the nationally advertised canner, while the
other 259 favored the small and unknown canner in re-
gard to volume. Various reasons were given by some
of the brokers for the large volume being done through
any one type. One broker stated that his greatest
volume was done through the small and unknown canner
as this canner placed no restriction on him as to
territory and product, while another said, that the
greatest part of the canning industry is small and
unknown and therefore, his business was done large-
ly for this type canner. Another claimed that as
the nationally advertised canners have their own
salesmen, he must of necessity, do his business
through the other two types.
The brokers who replied in favor of the national
ly advertised brands and the large unadvertised can-
ners were restricted to the one product and a de-
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finite territory generally, although some of the
above, did their largest volume through these
typpe dueno doubt to the type of consumer ultimate-
ly served in their territories. This factor might
also affect the size of the volume of the small and
unkown canner and should not be overlooked.
Territories which are populated to a large de-
gree with people who do not discriminate in the
brands of goods which they buy, will usually purchase
most of their needs of the small and unkown canner's
products or of the large unadvertised products, while
conversely, territories which for the most part are
populated with a class of people who will and do ex-
press preference for a standard and nationally adver-
tised product will cause the broker in that district
to do most of his business with that type of canner.
There are no doubt, other reasons for these
differences in volume as availability of products and
the like which are not discernable on the surface but
as we are not concerned so much by this aspect, we can-
not justly express them as a result of this question.
Question #2.
Do you represent one canner alone, or several?
(a) If several are they competitive?
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Practically all the answers received here, stated
that several canners were represented. Two stated
that they represented only one canner and they did
this as long as the canner kept up his output and
business dealings with them. they also stated that
when his output fell off, they then took on other
canners in order to stay in business themselves.
Several reasons were given for representing several
canners. The majority of the reasons were to the
effect that several were represented because , if
one canner's output or production fell off, so that
the demand could not be met, the fact that other
canners were represented, allowed the broker to fill
his buyer's order without any delay which might cause
said buyer to transfer his business to another broker
in order to obtain the goods.
HowevEr, in regard to competition, not all the
lines handled, were competitive. Approximately, 67c6
of the brokers answered that they served competitive
canners while 33/4 answered they served non competitive
canners. Of the 670 who answered that they did serve
competitive canners, several made the qualification
that some lines handled for certain canners especially
nationally advertised brands , were handled non com-
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petitively so that there is evidence that some brokers
make agreements with packers not to handle competing
products in some lines while other lines that they
carry have no such agreements attached to them.
Reasons for handling competitive lines were the
assurance of a constant supply for the buyer in any
special line and the ability to satisfy the various
types of buyers in the district served.
Question #3.
Does the packer set quotas for you?
If so, is there any incentive to reach the quota
other than commission?
Answers received here were to the effect that in
the majority of cases, no quotas are set. Here approx-
imately 80%O of the brokers answered in this way, while
205 answered that ouotas were set by the packers.
The brokers who had nuotas set for them represent-
ed and did their largest volume of business with national-
ly advertised canners.
Of c:urse it is plainly seen that in order for
a bi-oker to hold his business with such canners, he
would be exoected to sell a certain quantity of goods
each year,for this type of canner, usually employs
his own sales force besides the broker and sets
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quotas of necessity in order to get an estimate of
his output for the coming year so that his over -
head will be decreased and expenses due to idleness
will reach a minimum. This type of canner is also
in a position to dictate to the broker for, due to
the extensive and fairly profitable consumer market
he has built up, it is easy for him to get brokers
who will be willing to take on his line and agree to
reach any reasonable quota set.
The large and unadvertised canner, and the small
and unknown canner especially, are in no such posi-
tion to di-ctate to the broker the amount of goods he
is to sell for the coming year and they must rely on
the broker's ability to reach the market and on his
estimates as to what proportion of the market he.can
sell for the period of time in question. These
types of canners have not the great overhead that the
nationally advertised brands have and their produc-
tion is more pliable and has a quicker response to
demand than the nationally adirertised brands. This
is true especially of the small and unkown canner
who can shut down if necessary with comparatively
little loss and who is only too glad to accept any
size order at all in order to keep his business
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going. Numerous factors effect this question, such
as the size of the plant, the size of the working
force, the products packed etc., which are too lengthy
and which involve too much d.etail to be treated as a
part of the subject undertaken here.
In regard to the question involved, it is evid-
ent from the nature of the business itself, that the
broker realizes that he must sell a fair proportion
of the market in order to hold the canner's account,
or else the canner might transfer this account to
another broker. This is particularly true 6f- an
attractive account, such as a large and unadvertised
canner or a nationally advertised canner might hold
forth.
Question #4.
Does the packer rest'ict you to definite
territories7
To his product alone?
Answers to this question indicate that in the
majority of cases the packer does restrict the broker
to definite territories. Approximately 850/ of the
answers received were to this effect, while the re-
maining 15,6 stated that no definite territories were
allottdd by the canner. The packers that did not
set definite territories were the small and unknown
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ones . This is to be expected for as explained be-
fore, due to the size of their plant and such, they
generally are in no position to restrict the broker
to any definite territory and apparently would not
want to if they could.
The majority of packers restrict the brokers to
definite territories because they do not want their
individual brokers to be competing with one another
on the same brand of goods. This would involve
much extra expense and duplication of effort and
might also lead to price cutting which would be in-
jurious to the packer.
The small and unkown packer has no worries on
this account for he is usually represented by one
big broker, known as a field broker who has agents
or sub brokers spread out in the various market
districts of the country. However, this is not
always true and in some cases we have found that the
small and little knom canner, does restrict his
brokers to definite territories.
In regard to restriction of one product alone,
5001 of the answers stated that the packer did re-
strict them to his prodm6t alone while the other 50o
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not
stated that the packer did restrict them to his
product. Here there seems to be no definite
rule in regard to whether the packer did or did not
restrict the broker to his own product alone.
However, the tendency on the part of the large
advertised brands, is to restrict the broker to
their product alone while the small and unknnwn
canners do not. All the brokers who handle
nationally advertised brands were not restricted
5% t6 products however. The.large canners follow
no definite rule, some restricting when others do
not. The practice of restriction seems to vary
in the different sections, being more noticeable
in New Engalnd than elsewhere.
To us, it seems logical that the packer should
not restrict the broker to his product alone for this
would mean that the broker would not be a broker in
the true sense of the word, but more of a salesman
for one packer; Also, when the packer's line was toid
out for the season it would mean that the broker
would be idle from then on and would not be earning
the salary he is entitled to: However, if the packer
has 'an account which is paying his broker a good
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commission equivalent to a fair annual salary , then
he has every right if he sb-wishes to restrict the
broker to his product alone so that he may be sure
that his account is obtaining all the attention
possible in regard to market information and new
customers.
Question #5.
With whom do you do most of your business?
(a) Large Chains
(b) Wholesale grocers
(c) Bakers Supply
(,d) Retailers
(e) Hotel Supplies
From the answers obtained to this question,
it is evident that the most of the Food Broker's
business is still done through the wholesale grocer
with the Chain Stores running a close second.
One large field broker claimed that while the
individual purchases of the Chain Stores are much
larger than the individual purchases of the whole -
sale grocers, their buying is not of a steady nature
That is, they might might five cars of peas from you
one day but you might wait six months to a year be-
fore you would get another order from them.
On the other hand, the wholesale grocer is apt
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to give you an order every week or at least at
more regular intervals than the Chain buyer does.
The Wholesaler has not the capital to buy in
such large lots as the Chain store does but in the
long run a larger volume of sales is obtained from
him.
Brokers claim that one of their m-embers who
sells retailers and Hbtel Suppliers is not looked
upqiwith favor by the wholesale grocers and we have
found that the wholesalers will sometimes refuse to
do business with a broker who has acted thus in the
past. The reason for this, lies in the fact, that
the wholesale grocer looks upon retailers, Bakers
Supply and Hotel Supply firms as their particular
customers.
Brokers further claim that for some special
lines, the chain stores are very good customers
but for general lines, the wholesale grocer furnish-
es more business. We know of brokers who used
to sell the chains to a considerable extent but
with the growing power of the Chains, they have not
done much of any business with them at all; paradox-
ically, some brokers claim that they do most of their
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business with Chains. W'e are of the opinion that
this is due to the particular geographical loca tion
of their activities.
Question #6.
What services do you furnish the buyer7
What services do you furnish the packer?
The brokers make many claims as to the services
they render both the buyer and the packer and we
find that their claims are substantially true. We
did this by checking their claims against the packer
and buyer's ideas as to services rendered.
Probably a better picture of the services
furnished by the broker may be obtained by listing
them: this list is not in the order of importance.
Services Furnished Buyers.
(1) Adjustment of difficulties arising out of
damaged goods or goods not equal to sample.
(2) Market Posting - The broker calling on the
number of buyers as he does and representing several
canners is in a pretty good position to give a buyer
the trend of the market. These postings are furnish-
ed almost daily in some cases. Crop conditions are
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also brought to the attention of the buyer, thereby
enabling him to plan his purchsses.
(3) The Assembling of Pool Cars.-This enables
the buyer to get lower freight rates for less than
carload lots and also get carload lot prices which
is especially advantageous to the small buyers.
(4) The suggestion of items that his experience
tells him are good trades- Many times a broker is a
better judge of individual items, specializing as he
does in about half a dozen items, whereas the buyer
divides his judgement between several thousand items.
Therefore, in this respect, the broker acts really as
a purchaser of goods for the buyer and in fact, one
broker actually makes the claim that he buys the goods
for the buyer.
(5) Stads the expense of telephoning and tele-
graphing and the clerical work involved in ggtting
any type of goods the buyer might want. ( Frequent-
ly after going to such an extent to get the sale, the
packer won't sell at the buyer's price and the sale
falls through and the effort and expense of the broker
go for nothing.)
For further claims of the broker as to buyer
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144- 213
service we would. suggest pages /in the appendix.
Types of market posting done by the brokers with
sales information fiurnished may also be found. in
the appendix.
Services Furnished Packer
(l)The broker would. introduce the packers
product to the trad-e. - This is an especially
valuable service when one stops to considler that
frequently the buyer is not known or acquainted
with the seller in any particular market. The
br'oker assures the buy-erIof the packers good
standing and. reliability, a very valuable service
for a packer breaking into a new market. This
missionary service is rend-ered without cost to the
packer.
(2) The collection of overdue accounts.
This is frequently a very valuable service, the
broker is on the spot all the time and a personal
request for fund-s is much more effective than a
request by mail.
(3) Several brokers made the claim that they
furnished. sales to the packer at a cost lower than
the packer could travel his personal representative
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let 'alone paying his compensation.
(4) All brokers -(good ones) guarantee the
solvency of the buyer and sorae goes so far as to
invoice the goods for the packer, one broker
claiming that he pays the packer in ten days whether
he gets paid or not.
(5) Packers are kept up to the minute on the
latest developments in the food industry, for broker
report to their packer the various activities of
their competitors.
(6) Another service of a considerable value
is the taking of future orders. With these future
orders at hand the packer knows just how much he
needs plant and pack. His production progran is
certain as the goods are early sold before they
are produced.
(7) The broker, may if he has sufficent capita l
advance money to the packer in hard tirmes. This is
more generally true of a field broker than of the
small broker.
Of course the large chains and buyers assoc-
iations have little need of the service furnished
the buyer as they have an organization that takes
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care of all these fundtions, but the smaller or
medium size buyer could not afford to maintain
an organization capable of giving them the services
that the broker does.
Neither does the large nationally advertised
packer need the above services as he is sufficent
unto himself, but we venture to say that he never
got to occupy the position that he now holds but
by the aid of the food broker when he first start-
ed in business. It would therefore appear that the
large packer who has not yet reached the pinnacle
of a nationally advertised brand and the small
packer with little capital who is just starting out
in business to find a helping hand along the pathway
to success by the aid of good food brokers.
Question #7.
How has the decline in the number of wholesale
grocers affEcted your business?
Increased---- Decreased---- Unchanged
The answer to this question was not as dis-
couraging as expected. Those reporting over, 606
claimed that the decline in wholesale grocers had de -
creased their business. From reports we had had of
the conditions in the business, we expected that the
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brokers would report 10006 that their business had.
been decreased. Over 306 claimed that their busin-
ess remained unchanged: this would lead us to be-
lieve that although the wholesale grocers had di-
minished, the broker still managed to get some
business from the Chains, thereby offsetting any
loss that might arise.
One broker made the outstanding statement,
that his business had increased as a result of
the decline of the wholesale grocer. This part-
icular broker is located in New York City and
claims there has been very little decrease in the
number of wholesale grocers. Still another brok-
er took the wholesale grocer to task for not keep-
ing n4p-with'the times claiming that the wholesaler
thinks he can put anything under his unadvertised
label and the public will buy it.
Furthermore, the wholesaler wants a 15 * profit
on advertised articles, whereas the chains and their
kind, are willing to do with considerably less.
This is probably one of the numerous reasons for
the decline of the wholesaler.
The data makes it apparent that the broker
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feels the loss of the wholesale grocer very keene-
ly. Those reporting an unchanged volume of
business are fairly large brokers with a very high
fin.ncial rating. They also maintain more than
one office in their territory. Those who seem to
be the hardest hit, are the small fellows: the
geographical location is apparently a function of
the amount of business done as brokers in New York
and Virginia claim very little decrease in business
as a result of the demise of the wholesaler.
On the whole, however, the brokerage business
has suffered considerably by the removal of the whole-
saler.
Question #8.
How have the activities of co-operative whole-
sale and retail buyer's associations as well as
packer's associations affected the volume of your
business?
Increased---- Decreased---- Unchanged----
The answer to this question was quite the re-
verse of question #7. Over 504, of those answering
claimed that E---a their business had remained un-
changed while only 346 claimed a decrease in- the
volume of business. A higher percentage 130,
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compared with #7 calim an increase in business.
Evidently, the co-operative buyers' associations
are not as hard on the broker as the larger Chain
Stores. A lot of the selling that used to be
done through +he wholesaler, is now done through
his buying organization.
Some brokers claim that they are not as yet
troubled to any extent by buyer's associations in
their territory. Those brokers around New Eng-
land however are feeling the association's
presence keenl3r;
We are of the opinion that the reasons for
the high number claiming an unchanged volume of
business is due to the fact that the buyers and
packers associations are of comparatively recent
origin and have therefore not gotten under way in
their activities as far as they might.
In the investigation as a whole, we find that
the packers association has not been very active as
far as working any hardship on the broker.
Voluntary chains are out to buy as cheap as
the big chains and are therefore buying direct and
demanding broker's commission on top of the usual
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trade discounts.
Question #9.
Do you find that there is any unjust dis-
crimination against you?
(a) On part of packer.
(b) On part of buyers associations.
Very few brokers claim that the packers have
discriminated aginst them unjustly. Those claim-
ing discrimination, did not give us much of an
inkling of whatiit was. One field broker claims
that sometimes a packer whom he has agreed to re-
present all over the United States will be ap-
proached by a large buyer desiring to buy direct
and this packer will slip out of the field broker's
organization and split brokerage with the buyer.
If the reader will refer to the packer's view-
point on the broker, the favorable opinion in
which the packer holds the broker, will evidence
itself.
In regard to part (b) of this question, there
is an altogether different story however. Over
60ol of the brokers claimed that some sort of dis-
crimination was shown. The large chain buyers, and
the buyers co-operative societies are doing all
they can to eliminate the broker. The chief com-
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plaint seems to be that the buyers demand the
brokers commission when buying direct, when as
a matter of fact he is not entitled to it be-
cause he does not earn it. The packer is
forced to give it to him if he wants to make a
sale.
The claim is also made and we have found
it true, that many wholesalers are joining buyers
organizations who have headquarters in different
cities. The buyers in this organization, go
out to the packers and buy direct from them in
large amounts, demanding the brokers commission
together with other trade discounts. They then
split this brokerage, giving half to the whole-
saler for whom they bought the goods and keep-
ing the other half for themselves.
Brokers also claim that chains will not buy
from a packer who insists on selling through his
broker. The chains go so far as to set up their
own packing plants and thereby become self suf-
ficient.
Some brokers are very optimistic and claim
that the broker will eventually come back into
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his own, saying that there is a greater need
today than ever before for good Food Brokers.
Others claim that the Chains and buying associations
will force the broker out of existence, just as
they have forced the jobber.
The general attitude expressed by the results
of the questionnaire seems to be that the Food
Broker is finding the field of his endeavors be-
coming more and more limited every day.
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CONCLUSIONS:
The Food Broker has a place in the field of
Food distribution. However, he does not occupy
such an important position as was formerly the
case. This is due to the direct buying on the
part of chain stores and buyers associations.
The National Food Brokers Association,
commenting on the decline in the number of brokers
since 1924 remarks, that while the decline was fair-
ly large, it was at the sametime, very healthy, as
the total number engaged in this business has re-
mained fairly constant during the last two years.
It appears to us that there ought to be some
qualification necessary before a man is allowed to
set himself up in the brokerage business. Frequent-
ly those connected with the food business in one way
or another become dissatisfied with their position
and take upon themselves, the responsibility of a
Food Broker as the easiest way out of their difficul-
ty.
Buyers who carry on a Nation wide business have
for
little need of a food brokerwith buying offices in
almost every large State, they are never far away
from any packer and therefore do not need and will
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not use a middleman. It is hard to see how a buyer
who is not conducting a Nation wide business can get
along without the broker. The buyers do not know
distant packers and the packers do not know the
buyers. Some one must bring them together and the
Food Broker is the logioal intermdiary.
Local buyers have not the capital nor the
organizations capable of searching out the source of
supply. A large number of brokers in a given market
area have such information at hand and are ready to
give it to the buyer. Of course, as buyers grow,
and become better known, they will be able to do con-
siderable buying without the aid of the broker.
As long as small business firms both in the buy-
ing and packing line are allowed to flourish there
will always be need of the Food Broker. It is true
that as business expands and consolodations take place,
the number of Food Brokers will decrease but there will
always,be need of a few live wires and up to the minute
Food Brokers.
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MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS
Room 1-181
April 18, 1932.
Dear Sir:
As a part of the requirements for gradua-
tion in the Department of Business and Engineering
Administration at the iassachusetts Institute of
Technology, we are conduating a survey. of the status,
present and future, of the Food Broker:
.Your name has been given to us as being
well informed on this subject. We would greatly
appreciate Srour willimgness to take a few moments
to answer the questions on the enclosed sheet.
Any further comments you may care to
make, would be most welcome. All replies will be
held in str.ict confidence.
With thanks for your assistance,
Yours sincerely,
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APPENDIX - A.
PACKER'S QUESTIONNAIRES
1. How does
(a)
(b)
(c)
your company distribute its products? (Check)
Through your own sales force? No
Through the Food Broker? Yes
By communication as mail, telephone etc?
2. To whom is your product primarily distributed?
(a) Wholesaler? Yes, who are direct buyers
(b) Retailer?
(c) Chain Store? Yes, who are direct buyers
(d) Direct to consumer?
3. Does your method of distribution keep you in constant touch with
the market, so that you have all advantages of anticipated trends?
Yes
4. If you use brokers and a buyer refuses to buy through your
broker and applies to you direct will you do business with him?
No
If so, will you then credit the broker with the sale?
Insuch a case, yes
5. Do you permit your broker to represent other packers with the
same line as yours? No
Do you set definite territories for him? Yes
Do you set quotas for him? No
6. If you do not use the Merchandise Broker now, have you ever done
so? If -so,. why. did you dispense with
his services?
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7. If you do use the merchandise broker now,. approximately how long
have you been using him? 12 years. What is your main reason for
using him?
Our broker is really a diatrict-an~gpamd-so cOneoidered-by us
8. If you use the Merchandise Broker, do you get a large nuaimber of
repeat orders from him? Yes
9. In general, what size order does the Merchandise broker bring to
All there'are, Size dependsion market and customer. &evcoers whole trade
you? Large __Medium __all
10. What in your opinion are the advantages and disadvantages of
Food Brokers in distributing canned food?
Advantages
(Check)
Extension of loans.
Development of new prospects '-'
Market Information P,
Others Helpsmerchandising
Remarks:
Disadvantaged
Expensive
Out prices to complete s&::
Others
The grP- atji f f i 1 + Ty T h
brokers is that many of them
are. not mPcbancers in-the
sense that they feel respon-
sibility for the sale of the
goods to the consumer. In
this respect, however, I
think there has been a great
improvement in the last few
years, but a successful
broker today must be a
merchandiser.
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la How does your company distribute its products? (Check)
(a) Through your own sales force?
(b) Through the Pood Broker?
(c) By communication as mail, telephone etc?
2. To whom is your product primarily distributed?
(a) Wholesaler?
(b) Retailer?
(c) Chain Store?
(d) Direct to consumer?
3. Does your method of distribution keep you in constant touch with
the market, so that you have all advantages of anticipated trends?
4. If you use brokers and a buyer refuses to buy through your
broker and applies to you direct will you do business with him?
If so, will you th credit the broker with the sale?
5. Do you permit your brok to represent other packers with the
same line as yours? --e-4-11 -LL-5
Do you set definite territories for him?
Do you set quotas for him?_ X/4_N
6. If you do not use the Merchandise Broker now, have you ever done
so? __If.so, why did you dispense wiu'-
his services?
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7* If you do use the merchandise broker now,. approximately how long
have you been using him?~jr years. What is your main reason for
using him? &'F7iZ ~ (~
8. If you use the Merchandise Broker, do you get a large number of
repeat orders from him? ___ __
9. In general, what size order d s the Merchandise broker bring to
you? Large Medium Small
10. What in your opinion are the advantages and disadvantages of
Food Brokers in distributing canned food?
Advantages (Check) Disadvantaged
Extension of loans. Expensive
Development of new prospects Cut prices to complete s0lcr
Market Information Others
Others
Remarks:
1 *How does
(a)
(b)
(c)
your company distribute its products? (Check)
Through your own sales force?
Through the Food Broker?
By communication as mail, telephone etc?
2. To whom is your product primarily distributed?
(a) Wholesaler?
(b) Retailer?
(c) Chain Store? 4_____,___--
(d) Direct to consumer?
3. Does your method of distribution keep you in constant touch with
the market, so that you have all advantages of anticipated trends?
4. If you use brokers and a buyer refuses to buy through your
broker and applies to you direct will you do business with him?
If so, will you then credit the broker with the sale?
5. Do you permit your broker to represent other packers with the
same line as yours?
Do you set definite territories for him? __ _
Do you set quotas for him?
6. If you do not use the Merchandise Broker now, have you ever done
so? If so, why did you dispense wit':
his services?'
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7. If you do use the merchandise broker nowi. approximately how long
have you been using him?f years. What is your main reason for
using him? -4k W
8. If you use the Merchandise Broker, do you get a large number of
repeat orders from him?
9. In general, what size order does the Merchandise broker bring to
you? Large Medium Small
10. What in your opinion are the advantages and disadvantages of
Food Brokers in distributing.canned food?
Advantages Disadvantaged
(Check)
Extension of loans. Expensive
Development of new prospects----' Out prices to complete salf'
Market Information Others
Others
Remarks:
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7.. If you do use the merchandise broker now,. approximately how long
have you been usIng him?I! years. What is your main reason for
using him? -M-o
8. If you use the Merchandise Broker, do you get a large nurfoer of
repeat orders from him? __V4
9. In general, what size order does the Merchandise broker bring to
you? Large Medium Small
10. What in your opinion are the advantages and disadvantages of
Food Brokers in distributing canned food?
Advantages Disadvantaged
(Check)
Extension of loans. Expensive
Development of new prospectslOut prices to complete s.cl
Market Information Others
Others _ _ _ __ ___
Remarks:
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1. How does your company distribute its products? (Check)
(a) Through your own sales force?
(b) Through the Food Broker?
(c) By communication as mail, telephone etc?
2. To whom is your product primarily distributed?
(a) Wholesaler?
(b) I1etailer?
(c) Chain Store?
(d) Direct to consumer?
3. Does your method of distribution keep you in constant touch with
the market, so that you have all advantages of anticipated trends?
4. If you use brokers and a buyer refuses to buy through your
broker and applies to you direct will you do business with him?
If so, will you then credit the broker with the sale?
5. Do you permit your broker to represent other packers with the
same line as yours?
Do you set definite territories for him?
Do you set quotas for him?_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
6. If you do not use the Merchandise Broker now, have you ever done
so? If.so, why did you dispense witr
his services?
l How dLoes your company distribute its products? '(0heck)
(a) Through your own sales force?
(b) Through the Food Broker? Yes
(c) By communication as mail, telephone etc?
Personal call
2. To whom is your product primarily distributed?
(a) Wholesaler? __s
(b) Retailer?
(c) Chain Store?
(d) Direct to consumer?
3. Does your method of distribution keep you in constant touch with
the market, so that you have all advantages of anticipated trends?
Yes
4. If you use brokers and a buyer refuses to buy through your
broker and applies to you direct will you do business with him?
Yes
If so, will you then credit the broker with the sale?
5. Do you permit your broker to represent other packers with the
samue line as yours? Yes
Do you set definite territories for him? Yes
Do you set quotas for him? NO
6. If you do not use the Merchandise Broker now, have you ever done
so? _If .so, why did you dispense with
his services?
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7. If you do use the merchandise broker now,. approximately how long
2o
have you been using him? years. What is your main reason for
using him? Uheaper
8. If you use the Merchandise Broker, do you get a large number of
repeat orders from him? .Yes
9. In general, what size order dte i he Merchandise broker bring to
you? Large .s.Medium Small '
10. What in your opinion are the advantages and disadvantages of
Food Brokers in distributing canned food?
Advantages Disadvantaged
(Check)
Extension of loans. Expensive
Development of new prospects X Cut prices to complete e-:
Market Inf ormation X Others
Others Cheaper
Remarks:
Home Canning Go
Blissfield Mich
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1. How does your company distribute its products? (Check)
(a) Through your own sales force?
(b) Through the Food Broker?
(c) By communication as mail, telephone etc?
2. To whom is your product primarily distributed?
(a) Wholesaler?
(b) Retailer?
(c) Chain Store?
(d) Direct to consumer?
3. Does your method of distribution keep you in constant touch with
the market, so that you have all advantages of anticipated trends?
4. If you use brokers and a buyer refuses to buy through your
broker and applies to you direct wil you do business with him?
If so, will you then credit the broker with the sale?
5. Do you permit your broker to represent other packers with the
same line as yours?
Do you set definite territories for him?
Do you bet quotas for him?
6. If you do not use the Merchandise Broker now, have you ever done
so? __ __If.so$ why did you dispense witI
his services?
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A If you do use the merChandise broker now-. approximately how long
have you been using him?2 ' years. What is your main reason for
using him? C-
8. If you use the Merchandise Broker, do you get a large number of
repeat orders from him?
9. In general, what size order does the Merchandise broker bring to
you? Large Medium Small
10. What in your opinion are the advantages and disadvantages of
Food Brokers in distributing canned food?
Advantages Disadvant aged
(Check)
Extension of loans. Expensive
Development of new prospects Cut prices to complete sale
Market Inf ormation Others
Others
Remarks;
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1. How does your company distribute its products? (Check)
(a) Through your own sales force?
(b) Through the Food Broker?_ _ _ _ _
(c) By communication as mail, telephone etc?
2. To whom is your product primarily distributed?
(a) Wholesaler?
(b) Retailer?
(c) Chain Store?
(d) Direct to consumer?
3. Does your method of distribution keep you in constant touch with
the -ar that you have all advantages of anticipated trends?
4. If you use brokers and a buyer refuses to buy through your
broker plies to you direct will you do siness with hint?
If so 1 you then credit the broker with the sale?
5. Do you emit your b to represent other packers with the
same ine as yours?
Do you set d in'te territories for him?______
Do you set quo as f or him?_?Lb
6. If you do -not use the Merchandise Broker now, have you ever done
so? If . so, why did you dispense wit":
hiis services?
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7. If you do use the merchandise roker now,. approximately how long
have you been ng him?! ear . What is your mai eason for
usipghim?
8. f you use the Merchandise Broker, do you get a large number of
repeat orders from him?
9. In general, what size order does the Merchandise broker bring to
you? Large C-,, Medium _T_4Small I -0e .O
10. What in your opinion are the advantages and disadvantages of
Food Brokers in distributing canned food?
Advantages Disadvant aged
(Check)
7  Extension of loans.
c Development of new prospects
Market Inform t'o
Other s
Expensive
V14'tprices to complete saLe
Others_________4
X Zeaning Yes
1. How does your company distribute its products? (Check)
(a) Through your own sales force? _
(b) Through the Food Broker? x
(c) By communication as mail, telephone etc? X
2. To whom is your product primarily distributed?
(a) Wholesaler? 65 %O
(b) Retailer? 10 c/
(M). Chain Store? 22 4
(d) Direct to consumer? 3
3. Do.es your method of distribution keep you in constant touch with
the rarket, so that you have all advantages of anticipated trends?
Yes fairly well so althou all of our Brokera do not keep us
as vrell oosted as somniof them do.
4. If you use brokers and a buyer refuses to buy through your
broker and applies to you direct will you do business with him?
Yes providinn' that 1 can protect the Broker at the samne time.
If so, will you then credit the broker with the sale?
Yes
5. Do you permit your broker to represent other packers with the
ost all brokers represent more than one CaMner
same line as yours? but -.e have one 7ho represents us exclusively
and .-e pay him about 4ooo.oo a year in commissions.
Do you set definite territories for him? Yes
No e give him our complete list after
Do you set quotas for him? packing and if he sells more tha -.re
have ye are right here on tne Ground and we buy it from others
6. If you do not use the Merchandise Broker now, have you ever done
so? Yes If . so, why did you dispense wiet
W7e find that he is a Dam Hold Up and charges the
his services?. buyer to much for his'serv-inp-, r i
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7. If you do use the merchandise broker now,. approximately how long
have you been using him?- years. What is your main reason for
using him? 1Te do not us him. noVT.
8. If you use the Merchandise Broker, do you get a large number of
repeat orders from him? No.
9. In general, what size order does the Merchandise broker bring to
All three
you? Large Medium Small __ _
10. What in your opinion are the advantages and disadvantages of
Food Brokers in distributing canned food?
Advantages (Check)'Disadvantaged
Extension of loans.
Development of new prospects
Market Information
Others
Expensive
Out prices to complete sle.
Others
Remarks! ;7e feel that all canned Foods should be sold through
Good Brokershowever you have these shisterd in every
line of business that are always working for the buyer
and not for the man that is paying them to do the work.
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H-J- HEINZ COMPANY
Pum FOOD PRODUCTS
"57 VARIETIES"
P. 0. BOX 63
PITTSBURGH,PA.
April 21, 1932
Messrs. Coffey & Taylor
Room 1-181
Mass Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts
Gentlemen:
Replying to your letter of April 18th,
we advise that we do not do business through
Brokers. For many years we have been calling
on the retail trade direct.
We regret that we cannot give you any
information on this subject.
Yours very truly,
H. J. HEINZ COMPANY
By
JEW: MMN
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1. How does your company distribute its products? (check)
(a) Through your own sales f orce?
(b) Through the Food Broker?
(c) By communication as mail, telephone etc?
2. To whom is your product primarily distributed?
(a) Wholesaler?
(b) Retailer?
(c) Chain Store?
(d) Direct to consumer?
3. Does your method of distribution keep you in constant touch with
the rmarket, so that you have all advantages of anticipated trends?
Yes
4. If you use brokers and a buyer refuses to buy through your
broker and applies to you direct will you do business with him?
Yes
If so, will you then credit the broker with the sale?
Yes
5. Do you permit your broker to represent other packers with the
same line as yours? Yes
Do you set definite territories for him? Yes
Do you set quotas for him? -No
6. If you do not use the Merchandise Broker now, have you ever done
so? If.so, why did you dispense win-
his services?
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g you do use the merchandise broker now,. approximately how long
since we have been in the business.
ave yrou been using him'/ ears. What is -your main reason for
using him?. xnse nMore bijain955h
8p If you use the Merchandlse Broker, do you get a large nmaber of
repeat orders from him? Yes
9. In general, what size rder does the Merchandise broker bring to
you? Large Medium Small
10. What in your opinion are the advantages and disadvantages of
Food Brokers in distributing canned food?
Advantages Disadvant aged
(Check)
Extension of loans. Expensive
Development of new prospects Cut prices -to complete sarl
Market Information Others
Others
The J.WelJer Company
Remarks: Oak HarborOhio
1. How does your company distribute its products? (Check)
(a) Through your own sales force?
(b) Through the Food Broker?
(c) By communication as mail, telephone etc?
2. To whom is your product primarily distributed?
(a) Wholesaler?
(b) Retailer?
(c) Chain Store?
(d) Direct to consumer?
3. Does your method of distribution keep you in constant touch with
the market, so that you have all advantages of anticipated trends?
4. If you use brokers and a yer refuses to buy through your
broker and applies to you direct will you do businese with him?
~~ ~kO A4 /
If so, will you then credit the broker with the sale?
5. Do you permit your broker to represent other packers with the
same line as yours? h.I.I o
Do you set definite territories for him? L4
Do you set quotas for him?
6. If you do not use the Merchandise Broker now, have you ever donc
so? _If-so, 'vhy did you dispense wi-Z
his services?
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7. If you do use the merchandise broker now,. approximately how long
have you been using him? 3 I years. What is your main reason for
using him?
8. If you use the Merchandise Broker, do you get a large number of
repeat orders from him?
9. In general, what size order does the Merchandise broker bring to
you? Large Medium . Small
10. What in your opinion are the advantages and disadvantages of
Food Brokers in distributing canned food?
Advantages Disadvantaged
(Check)
Extension of loans. Expensive
Development of new prospects Out prices to complete sale
Market Information Others
Others
Remarks:
a'v~a
*j7 LW7~t40
ciIA-1
__001-
1. How does
(a)
(b)
(c)
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your company distribute its products? (Check)
Through your own sales force? 0N -
Through the Food Broker? \
By communication as maik), telep ne etc?
2. To whom is your product prlirily distributed?
(a) Wholesaler?
(b) Retailer?
(c) Chain Store?
(d) Direct to consumer?
3. Does your rethod of distribution keep you in constant touch with
the market, so that you have a3 advantages of anticipated trends?
4. If you use brokers and a buyer uses to buy through your
broker and applies to you direct will you do business with him?
If so, will you then credit the broker with the sale?
5. Do you permit your bro er to represent other packers with the
same line as yours?
Do you set definit territori or him?
Do you aet quotas for him?
6. If you do not use the Merchandise Broker now, have you ever done
so? If. so, why did you dispense with
his services?
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7. If you do use the merchandise broker now,. approximately how long
have you bee sing him?X Je rs. at is yo main reason for
using him? A
/ V-A
8. If you use the Merchandise Broker, do ou get a large number o
repeat orders from him?
9. In general, what size order does the Merchandise broker bring to
you? Large Medium Small
10. What in your opinion are the advantages and disadvantages of
Food Brokers in distributing canned food?
Advantages (Check)*-Disadvantaged
Extension of loans. Expensive
Development of new prospects Cut prices to complete self
Market Information Others
Others
Remarks:
1. How does your company distribute its products? (Check)
(a) Through your own sales force?
(b) Through the Food Broker?
(c) By communication as mail, telephone etc?
2. To whom is your product primarily distributed?
(a) Wholesaler?
(b) Retailer?
(c) Chain Store?
(d) Direct to consumer?
3. Does your method of distribution keep you in constant touch with
the market, so that you have all advantages of anticipated trends?
4. If you use brokers and a buyer refuses to buy through your
broker and applies to you direct will you do business with him?
If so, will you then credit the broker with the sale?
5. Do you permit your broker to represent other packers with the
same line as yours? __
Do you set definite territories for him? __ _
Do you set quotas for him?____
6. If you do not use the Xerchandise Broker now, have you ever done
so? If. so, why did you dispense wit'
his services?
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7. If you do use the merchandise broker now,. approximately how long
have you been using him? 4-p years. What is your main reason for
using him? 4  A c </ . A 5 4.
8. If you use the Merchandise Broker, do you get a large number of
repeat orders from him?
9. In general, what size order does the Merchandise broker bring to
you? L ar gr'zMedium Small -
10. What in your opinion are the advantages and disadvantages of
Food Brokers in distributing canned food?
Advant ages ,kDisadvantaged
(Check)
Extension of loans.
L- evelopment of new prospects
V49arket Inf ormation
Others
Remarks:
Expensive
I-<ut prices to complete sale
Others
ekJR
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1. How does your company distribute its products? (Check)
(a) Through your own sales force? -~w4.'
(b) Through the Food Broker? /P l f1 //r
(c) By communication as mail, telephone etc?
2. To whom is your product primarily distributed?
(a) Wholesaler?
(b) Retailer?
(c) Chain Store?
(d) Direct to consumer?
3. Does your method of distribution keep you in constant touch with
the rarket, so that you have all advantages of anticipated trends?
4. If you use brokers and a buyer refuses to buy through your
broker and applies to you direct will you do business with him?
If so, will you then credit the broker with the sale?
5. Do you permit your broker to represent other packers with the
same line as yours? . wa..ta..e.$
to you set definite territories for him? :.e.o
Do you set quotas for him?
6. If you do not use the Merchandise Broker now, have you e&ter done
so? If .-so, why did you dispense wit'
his services?
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7. If you do use the merchandise broker now,. approximately how long
have you been using him?_/ 7Vyears. What is your main reason for
using him? .- i-d e /
8. If you use the Merchandise Broker, do you get a large num-ber of
repeat orders from him? .
9. In general, what size order does the Merchandise broker bring to
you? Large _________ Medium i Small
10. What in your opinion are the advantages and disadvantages of
Food Brokers in distributing canned food?
Advantages Disadvantaged
(Check)
Extension of loans. Expensive
Development of new prospects Cut prices to complete sFlc
Market Information Others
Others
Remarks:
The only reason we can see that the canners use food brokers is
because they can work on a lower percentage of sales cost on
account of their varied lines. Then too, the majority of canners
are too small to maintain their 'own sales force for only one item.
The broker in our estiwation is responsible for quite a lot of
unnecessary price cutting and tries to/persuade his principles to
meet a fictitious market that really is made up of nothing but
offers from buyers and not clean cut competition from other manu-
facturers. They continually prey upon distressed lots of goods in
the hands of underfinanced operators and try to make the forced
sale price set the basis of a general market condition. This
feature was particularly evident in the past season 1931-1932
when the average market was guaged by the prices of forced sales
and not according to statistics of supply and demand. A lot of
times brokera tellsus that a certain competitor is quoting very
low prices when such is not the case. In this light, we can only
reason that they are trying to set up a fictitious market and,
through this medium, force their principles still lower in price.
It is our opi-nion that all business would be better off if each
manufacturer did his own selling and through his salesmen learn
just what kind of definite competition he had to meet.
LITTLESTOWN CANNING COMPANY, INC.
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1. How does your company distribute its products? (Check)
(a) 'Through your own sales force?
(b) Through the Food Broker?
(c) By communication as mail, telephone .etc?
2. To whom is your product primarily di ributed?
(a) Wholesaler?
(b) etailer?
(c) Chain Store?
(d) Direct to consumer?
3. Does your method of distribution keep you in constant touch with
the market, so that ou have all advantages of anticipated trends?
4. If you use brokers and a buyer refuses to buy through your
broker and applies to you direct will you do business with him?
If s will u then credit the broker with the sale?
5. Do you permit your broker to represent othe ackers with the
same line as yours?
Do you set definite t ritories for him?
Do you set quotas for him? T
6. If you do not use the Merchandise Broker now, have you ever done
so? If.so, why did you dispense wit'--
his services?
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7. If you do use the merchandise broker now,. approximately how long
have you been using him 4  years. What is your main reason for
using him? UNA f)tAS C
8. If you use the Herchandise Broker, do you get a large nurmber of
repeat orders from him?
9. In general, what size order does the ierchandise broker bring to
you? Large Medium Small
10. What in your opinion are the advantages and disadvantages of
Food Brokers in distributing canned food?
Advantages Disadvantaged
(Check )
Extension of loans. Expensive,
Development of new pros ects Cut prices to complete
Market Information Others
Others
Remarks:
1. How does
(a)
(b)
(c)
your company distribute its products? (Check)
Through your own sales force?
Through the Food Broker?
By communication as mail, telephone etc?
2. To whom is your product primarily distributed?
(a) Wholesaler?
(b) Retailer?
(c) Chain Store?
(d) Direct to consumer?
3. Does your raethod of distribution keep you in constant touch with
the market, so that you have all advantages of anticipated trends?
4. If you use brokers and a buyer refuses to buy through your
broker and applies to you direct will you do business with him?
If so, will you then credit the broker with the sale?
5. Do you permit your baoker to repwesent other packers with the
same line as yours _
-o you set definite territories for him?_
no you set quotaa for him'?___
6. If you do not use the hecbandise Broker now, have you ever done
Sol _ _ Ifso, why did you digpense wiv.
his services?__
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7. If you do use the merchandise broker now,. approximately how long
have you been using him? Lyears. What is your main reason for
using him?
8. If you use the Merchandise Broker, do you get a large number of
repeat orders from him?
9. In general, what size order does the Merchandise broker bring to
you? Large Medium Small __
10. What in your opinion are the advantages and disadvantages of
Food Brokers in distributing canned food?
Advantages (Check) Disadvantaged
Extension of loans. Expensive
Development of new prospects Cut prices to complete sal.
Market Information Others
Others -9
Remarks:
1. How does
(a)
(b)
(c)
your company distribute its products? (Check)
Through your own sales force? Io
Through the Food Broker? Yan
By communication as mail, telephone etc? prininal__
mail though telegraph and phone used -quite a lot.
2. To whom is your product primarily distributed?
(a) Wholesaler? Yea
(b) Retailer? No
(c) Chain Store? Some
(d) Direct to consumer? No
3. Does your r±method of distribution keep you in constant touch with
the market, so that you have all advantages of anticipated trends?
Quite well informed.
4. If you use brokers and a buyer refuses to buy through your
broker and applies to you direct will you do business with him?
On3ywith an understanding through our Brokers
If so, will you then credit the broker with the sale? Yes.
5. Do you permit your broker to represent other packers with the
same line as yours? Ye.We depend on oIr quality to hold our.
business.
Do you set definite territories for him?.Yes
Do you set quotas for him? No
0. If you do not use the Merchandise Broker now, have you ever done
so? Ilse If.so, why did you dispense wiU2
his services? g
05
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If you do use the inerphan4ise broker now,. approximately how long
hiave you been using him? years. What is your main reasor for
using him? an the c, a= Eno-M tade welel&dviue
on cr1editR
8. If you use the Merchandise Brker, do you get a large number of
repeat orders from him? Yes
9. In general, what size order does the Merchandise broker bring to
you? Large .yenMedium yvp- Small Yes
All size orders from carloads down-Smaller to-day than in paf
10. What in your opinion are the advantages and disadvantages of
Food Brokers in distributing canned food?
Advantages (Check)
Extension of loans.
Development of new prospects Yes
Market Inf ormation Yes
Others Crediinformation
Service.
Disadvantaged
Expensive not especially
so.
out prices to complete sz2cl'
Others .A..times-tho.subject
to our confirmation
Remarks:
We very much prefer the Broker service. Figure it is cheaper
than we could handle direct and more efficent and an assistance
and convenience to our trade by being in constant touch with them.
7,
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1. How does your company distribute its products? heck)
(a) Through your own sales force?
(b) Through the Food Broker? \
(c) By communication as mail, telephone etc?
2. To whom is your product primarily distributed?
(a) Wholesaler?
(b) Retailer?
(c) Chain Store?
(d) Direct to consumer?
3. Does yotr method of distribution keep you in constant touch with
the x-arket, so that you have all advantages of anticipated trends?
4. If you use brokers and a buyer refuses to buy through your
broker and applies to you direct will you do business with him?
If so, will you then credit the broker with the sale?
5. Do you permit your broker to represent other packers with the
same line as yours?
Do you set definite territories for him?
Do you set quotas for hiTa?
6. If you do not use the Merchandise Broker now, have you ever done
so? If so, why did you dispense wit:
his services?~
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7. If you do use the merchandise broker now,. apptoximately how long
have you been using him? _ years. What is your main reason for
using him?
8. If you use the Merchandise Broker, do you get a large number of
repeat orders from him?
9. In general, what size order does the Merchandise broker bring to
you? Large Medium_ Small
10. What in your opinion are the advantages and disadvantages of
Food Brokers in distributing canned food?
Advantages Disadvantaged
(Check)
Extension of loans. Expensive
Development of new prospects Cut prices to complete sal-
Market Information Others
Others
Remarks:
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1. How does your company distribute its products? ,(Check)
(a) Through your own sales force?
(b) Through the Food Broker?
(c) By communication as mail, telephone eta?
2. To whom is your product primarily distributed?
(a) Wholesaler?
(b) Retailer? .
(c) Chain Store?
(d) Direct to consumer?
3. Does your method of distribution keep you in constant touch with
the market, so that you have all advantages of anticipated trends?
4. If you use brokers and a buy refuses to buy through your
broker and applies to you direct will you do business with him?
If so, w 11 you then redit the broker with the sale?
5. Do you permit your broker to represent other packers with the
same line as yours? /' . v -eX
Do you set definite territories for him? __
Do you set quotas for him? '74
6. If you do not use the Merchandise Broker now, have you ever done
so? ._ _ , _ _ _ If.so, why did you dispense wiU
his services?
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7. If you do use the merchandise broker now,. approximately how long
have you been using him?j$jyears. What is your main reason for
using him? 7/7............
8. If you use the Merchlandise Broker, do you get a large number of
repeat orders from him?_ _ ___ _ _
9. In general, what size order does the Merchandise broker bring to
you? Large v11_ Medium ________ Small ___
10. What in your opinion are the advantages and disadvantages of
Food Brokers in distributing canned food?
Advantages Disadvantaged
(Check)
Extension of loans. Expensive
Development of new prospects Out prices to complete sale
Market Information Others
Others
Remarks:
1. How does your company distribute its products? (Check)
(a) Through your own sales force?
(b) Through the Food Broker?
(c) By communication as mail, telephone etc?
2. To whom is your product primarily distributed?
(a) Wholesaler?
(b) Retailer?
(c) Chain Storee?
(d) Direct to consumer?
3. Does your method of distribution keep you in constant touch with
the market, so that you have all advantages of anticipated trends?
4. If you use brokers and a buyer refuses to buy through your
broker and applies to you direct will you do business with him?
;f so, will you then credit the broker with the sale?
5. Do you permit your broker to -represent other packers with the
same line as yours? .__-_ _ _
Do you set definite territories for him? -
Do you set quotas for him? ___
6. If you do not use the Merchandise Broker now, have you ever done
so? If.so, why did you dispense witi
his services?
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7. If you do use the merchandise. broker now,. approximately how long
have you been using him?// years. What is your main reason for
using him? 7
8. If you use the ,erchandise Broker, do you get a large nunfber of
repeat orders from him? __
9. in general., what size order does the Merchandise broker bring to
you? Large Medium Small
10. W-hat in your opinion are the advantages and disadvantages of
Food Brokers in distributing canned food?
Advantages Disadvantaged
(Check)
Extension of loans. Expensive
Development of new prospects Cut prices to complete s
Market Information Others
Others
Remarks:
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1. How does your company distribute its products? (Check)
(a) Through your own sales force?
(b) Through the Food Broker?_ _ _ _ _
(c) By communication as mail, telephone etc?
2.' To whom is your product primarily distributed?
(a) Wholesaler?
(b) Retailer?
(c) Chain Store?
(d) Direct to consumer?
3. Does your method of distribution keep you in constant touch with
the market, so that you have all advantages of anticipated trends?
4. If you use brokers and a buyer refuses to buy through your
broker and applies to you direct will you do business with him?
If so, will you then credit the broker with the sale?
5. Do you permit your broker to represent other packers with the
same line as yours?__ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _
Do you set definite territories for him?
Do you set quotas for him?
6. If you do not use the Merchandise Broker now, have you ever done
so? If. so, why did you dispense witr
his services?
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7. If you do use the merchandise broker now,. approximately how long
have you been using him?.2- years. What is your main reason for
using him? kt -- .L4t A--
8. If you use the Merchandise Broker, do you get a large number of
repeat orders from him? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
9. In general, what size order does the Merchandise broker bring to
you? Large Medium Small )Er-
10. What in your opinion are the advantages and disadvantages of
Food Brokers in distributing canned food?
Advantages Disadvantaged
(Check)
Extension of loans. Expensive
Development of new prospects Cut prices to complete selc
Market Information Others
Others
Remarks:
C-/
1. How does your company distribute its products? (Check)
(a) Through your own sales force?
(b) Through the Food Broker?
(c) By communication as mail, telephone etc?
2. To whom is your product primarily distributed?
(a) Wholesaler?
(b) Retailer?
(c) Chain Store?
(d) Direct to consumer?
3. Does your method of distribution keep you in constant touch with
the market, so that you have all advantages of anticipated trends?
4. I you use brokers and a buyer refuses to buy through your
broker and applies to you direct will you do business with him?
If so, will you then credit the broker with the sale?
5. Do you permit your bro r to represent other packers with the
same line as yours?'4 ,...1..A.. 1 4v'
Do you aet definite territories for him? .. _
Do you set quotas for him?_____... ., __,. ___.
6. If you do not use the Merchandise Broker now, have you ever done
soIf.so, why did you dispense wit'
his services? -
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7. If you do use the merchandise broker now,. approximately how long
have you been using him?' years. What is your main reason for
using him? h-ie 1+w 4  -
8. If you use the Merchandise Broker, do you get a large number of
repeat orders f'rom him?
9. In general, what size order does the Merchandise broker bring to
you? Large Medium / Small
10. What in your opinion are the advantages and disadvantages of
Food Brokers in distributing canned food?
Advantages Disadvantaged
(Check)
Extension of loans. J 4,. 4r Expensivet
Development of new prospects -O' Cut prices to complete sle-
Market Inf ormation. Others
Others
Remarks;
< 41
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JOHN PEPION JOHN PEPION. JR. GORDON a. PEPION
PRESIDENT VICE-PRES. * TREASURER SECRETARY
THE WILLIAM BOARDMAN & SONS CO.
Coffee Roasters and Tea Importers
Since 1841
Putnam Coffee 53-59 EDWARDS STREET Apil 1V 1932
The Choice of the Expert" HARTFORD, CONN.
essrs. Coffey & Tailor
Mass. Institute of echnolpgy
CambridgeMass.
Gentlemen:
We are glad to cooperate in your request for in-
formation, but we find that we cannot be of much
service to you. We advise you to get in touch
with canneries that pack items like fruits and
vegetables.
We import coffee and tea and prepare and pack it
in our plant, and sell it through our own salesmen
to the independent retail grocer, mainly in the
territory of Connecticut and Western Massachusetts.
Selling this type of goods in that type of territory
we do not have the need of a broker.
Yours very truly,
TE WILLIAM BOARIAN AND S
JPJ T 
T HE AS ITT
4e~ie~ 4
~1?A0Ill
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1. How does your company distribute its products? (Check)
(a) Through your own sales force?
(b) Through the Food Broker?
(c) By communication as mail, telephone etc?
2. To whom is your product primarily distributed?
(a) Wholesaler?
(b) Retailer? - - _
(c) Chain Store?
(d) Direct to consumer? __
3. Does your method of distribution keep you in constant touch with
the rzarket, so that you have all advantages of anticipated trends?
If you use b-okers and a buyer refuses to buy through your
broker and applies to you direct will you do business with him?
If so, will you then credit the broker with the sale?
5. Do you permit your broker to represent other packers with the
same line as yours?_U4
Do you set definite territories for him? A/L
Do you set quotas for him? _-
G. If you do not use the Merchandise Broker now, have you ever done
If. so, why did you dispense with
his services?
4.
so?
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7. If you do use the merchandise broker now,. approximately how long
have you been using him?jyears. What is your main reason for
using him? .(M*A inpt4--Yu
8. If you use the Merchandise Broker, do you get a large number of
repeat orders from him? 7 '
9. In general, what size order does the Merchandise broker bring to
you? Large Medium Small
10. What in your opinion are the advantages and disadvantages of
Food Brokers in distributing canned food?
Advantages Disadvantaged
(Check)
Extension of loans. Expensive
Development of new prospects Out prices to complete solc
Market Information Others
Others
Remarks:
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1. How does your company distribute its products? (O ck)
(a) Through your own sales force?
(b) Through the Food Broker?
(c) By communication as mail, telephone etc?
2. To whom is your product primarily distributed?
(a) Wholesaler?
(b) Retailer?
(c) Chain Store?
(d) Direct to consumer?
3. Does your method of distribution keep you in constant touch with
the market, so that you have all advantages of anticipated trends?
4. If you use brokers and a buyer refuses to buy through your
broker and applies to you direct will you do business with him?
If so, will you then credit,7the broker with the sale?
5. Do you permit your broker to represent other packers with the
same line as yours? \4"
Do you set definite territories for him? __ _
Do you set quotas for him?_[__0
6. If you do not use the Merchandise Broker now, have you ever done
so? If so, why did you dispense with
his services?
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7. If you do use the merchandise broker now,. approximately how long
have you been using him?_ O years. What is your main reason for
u-1s ing him? \ i m k-
8. I ou use the Merchandise roker, do you get a large uriber of
repeat orders from him?
9. In general, what size order does he Mercha dise broker bring to
you? Large Medium Small
10. What in your opinion are the advantages and disadvantages of
Food Brokers in distributing canned food?
Advantages Disadvantaged
(check)
Extension of loans.
Development of new prospects
Market Iformation
Others
Expensive
Out prices to complete salU
Others
IlA
Remarks:
<~L
trU
~QAA ~-'~
K ~
U~A C-'
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1. How does your company distribute its products? (Check)
(a) Through your own sales force?
(b) Through the Food Broker?
(c) By communication as mail, telephole etc?
2. To whom is your product primarily distributed?
(a) Wholesaler?
(b) Retailer?
(c) Chain Store? ? __
(d) Direct to consumer?
3. Does your method of distribution keep you in constant touch with
the market, so that you have all advantages of anticipated trends?
4. If you use brokers and a buyer refuses to buy through your
broker and applies to you direct will you do business with him?
If so, will you then credit the broker with the sale?
5. Do you permit your broker to repres nt other packers with the
same line as yours? 4 ZX74
Do you set definite territories for him?
Do you set quotas for him?
6. If you do not use the Merchandise Broker now, have you ever done
so? If so, why did you dispense wit':
his services?
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7. If you do use the merchandise broker now,. approximately how long
have you been using him?j/jears. What is .your main reason for
using him? 7 i
8. If you use the Merchandise Broker, do you get a large nu-.mAber of
repeat orders from hi ?
general, wht size order'.es the Merchandise broker bring to
you? Large Medium Small
10. What in your opinion are the advantages and disadvantages of
Food Brokers in distributing canned food?
Advantages
Extension of loans. /\e
(Check)
Disadvantaged
E
Develo ent of new rospects Cut P
Market Information Othe
Others ,," I
9 1._
47geeu&
xpensive /o
rices to coraplete selc
.s
AVQ
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1 *How does
(a)
(b)
(c)
your company distribute its products? (nheck)
Through your own sales force?
Through the Food Broker?
By communication as mail, telephone etc?
2. To whom is your product primarily ' stributed?
(a) Wholesaler?
(b) Retailer?
(c) Chain Store?
(d) Direct to consumer?
3. Does your method of distribution keep you in constant touch with
the market, so that you have all advantages of anticipated trends?
4. If you use brokers and a buyer refuses to buy through your
broker and applies to you direct will you do business with him?
If so, will you then credit the broker with the sale?
5. Do you permit you broker to represent other packers with the
same line as yours?
Do you set definite rritories for him?
Do you set quotas for him?
6. If you do not use the Merchandise Broker now, have you ever done
so? If so, why did you dispense with
his services?
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7. If you do use the merchandise broker now,. approximately how long
have you been using him? _years. What is your main reason for
using him? 4 '
8. If you use the Merchandise Broker, do you get a large number of
repeat orders from him? O~1
9. In general, what size order does the Merchandise broker bring to
you? Large Medium Small
10. What in your opinion are the advantages and disadvantages of
Food Brokers in distributing canned food?
Advantages (Check)flisadvantaged
Extension of loans. ExpensiVe
Development of new prospects Cut prices to complete s5's
Market Inf ormation Others
Others
Remarks
lo,. Oa f
AY~
1. How does your company distribute its p ducts? (Check)
(a) Through your own sales fo
(b) Through the Food Broker?
(c) By communication as mail, telephone etc? V/
2. To whom is your product primarily distributed?
(a) Wholesaler?
(b) Retailer?
(c) Chain Store?
(d) Direct to consumer? 'Ao
3. Does your method of distribution keep you in constant touch with
the market, so that you have all advantages of anticipated trends?
4. If you use brokers and a buyer refuses to buy through your
broker and applies to you direct will you do business with him?
If .so, will you then credit the broker with the sale?
5. Do you permit your broker to represent other packers with the
same line as yours? A*-' 2akb
Do you set definite territories for him? a "w.
Do you set quotas f or him?
6. If you do not use the Merchandise Broker now, have you ever done
so?
126
If .so, why did you dispense wit'-
his services?
ziz"-
1 11-44
7 5,Vq
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7. .If you do use the merchandise broker now,. approximately how long
have you been using him?%/d years. What is your main reason for
using him? C 44'1 7V 44cA1 An- - --
S, If you -use the Merchandise Broker, do you get a large number of
repeat orders from him? -4+&24
9. Ih general, what size oxder does the Merchandise broker bring to
you? Large _Jedium Small
10. What in your opinion are the advantages and disadvantages of
Food Brokers in distributing canned food?
/Advant ages .Iisadvantaged
(Check)
Extension of loans. Expensive
/Development of new prospects Cut prices to complete s~ae
vMarket Information Others
Others
Remarks:
i d,
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I. Now does
(a)
(b)
(c)
your company distribute its products? (Check)
Through your own sales force?
Through the Food Broker?
By communication as mail, telephone etc? 1 .
2. To whom is your product primarily distributed?
(a) Wholesaler?
(b) Retailer?
(c) Chain Store? _
(d) Direct to consumer?
3. Does your method of distribution keep you in constant touch with
the market, so that you have all advantages of anticipated trends?
4. If you use brokers and a buyer refuses to buy through your
broker and applies to you direct will you do business with him?
If so, will you then credit the broker with the sale?
5. Do you permit your broker to represent other packers with the
same line as yours?$r 
-lo .
Do you set definite territories for him?
Do you set quotas f or him? /rYO
6. If you do not use the Merchandise Broker now, have you ever done
so? If. so, why did you dispense witr
his services?
128
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7. If you do use the merchandise broker now,. approximately how long
have you been using him? 5e years. What is your main reason for
using him?
8. If you use the Merchandise Broker, do you get a large nurfber ofi
repeat orders from him?
9. In general, what size order does the Merchand broker bring to,
you? Large Medium Small
10. What in your opinion are the advantages and disadvantages of
Food Brokers in distributing canned food?
Advantages Disadvantaged
(Check)
Extension of loans.
Development of new prospects v"
Market Information a'
Others-e -T-z
~ ~1wV
Remarks:
Expensive
Out prices to complete selc
Others
-0
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1. How does your company distribute its products? (Check)
(a) Through your own sales force?
(b) Through the Food Broker?____
(c) By communication as mail, telephone etc?
2. To whom is your product primarily distributed?
(a) Wholesaler?
b Retailer?.
(c) Chain Store?
(d) Direct to consumer?
3. Does your method of distribution keep you in constant touch with
the market, so that you have all advantages of anticipated trends?
4. If you use brokers and a buyer refuses to buy through your
broker and applies to you direct will you do business with him?
If o, will you then credit the broker with the sale?
6/
5. Do you permit your broker to represent other packers with the
same line as yours?
Do you set definite territories for him?
Do you set quotas for him?
6. If you do not use the Merchandise Broker now, have you ever done
so? If.so, why did you dispense witl .
his services?
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7. If you do use the merchandise broker now,. approximately how long
have you been usin62him 7 ears. What is you,7 main reason for
using b1im? 4IV
8. If you use the Merchandise Broker, do you et a large nuae.Tof
repeat orders from him?'-
9. In general, what size order does the erch dise broker bring to
you? Large C -M-Medium Small
10. What in your opinion are the advantages and disadvantages of
Food Brokers in distributing canned food?
Advantages Disadvantaged
(Check)
Extension of loans. E
Development of new prospects Cut p
Market Inf ormation Other
Othes
Remarks:
xpensive
rices to complete sal-
5
or, iL
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1. How does your company distribute its products? (Check)
(a) Through your own sales force?
(b) Through the Food Broker?
(c) By communication as mail, telephone etc?
2. To whom is your product primarily distributed?
(a) Wholesaler?
(b) Retailer?
(c) Chain Store?
(d) Direct to consumer?
3. Does your method of distribution keep you in constant touch with
the market, so that you ,qve all advantages of anticipated trends?
4. If you use brokers and a buyer refuses to buy through your
broker and applies to you direct will you do business with hii?
If so, will you then credit the broker with the sale?
5. Do you permit your broker to reprejt other packers with the
same line as yours?
Do you set definite territories for him? _/ _
Do you set quotas for him?
6. If you do not use the Merchandise Broker now, have you ever done
so? If so, why did you dispense witl
.his services?
7. If you do use the merchandise broker now. approximately how long
have you been tsing him? 0years. What is your main reason for
using him? - 4 4- 4/4(
8. If you use the Merchandise Broker, do you get a large nu.mber of
repeat orders from him?
9. In general, what size order does the Merchandise broker bring to
you? Large Medium Small
10. What in your opinion are the advantages and disadvantages of
Food Brokers in distributing canned food?
Advantages (Check)Disadvantaged
Extension of loans. Expensive
Development of new prospects Out prices to complete s 1c
Market Inf ormationV- Others
Others __ _ __ _
Remarks:
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ITTED MEATS
4ES
Apri 19th,
jobbers
do not
the
chain
Yo a truly,
1 *How does
(a)
(b)
(c)
your company distribute its products? (Check)
Through your own sales force?
Through the Food Broker?
By communication as mail, telephone eto?
2. To whom is your product primarily distributed?
(a) Wholesaler?
(b) Retailer?
(c) Chain Store?
(d) Direct to consumer?
3. Does your method of distribution keep you in constant touch with
the market, so that you have all advantages of anticipated trends?
4. I you use brokers and a buyer refusa8 to buy through your
broker and applies to you direbt Will you do business with him?
If so, will you then credit the broker with the sale?
5. Do you permit your broker to represent other packers with the
same line as yours?
Do you set definite territories for him?
Do you set quotas for him?
6. 0 f you do not use the Merchandise broker now, have you ever dc
so? If so, 'vhy did you dispense w
his services? .- A ..- c4
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7. If you do use the merchandise broker now,. approximately how long
have you been using him? years, What is your main reason for
using himi
8. If you use the Merchandise Broker, do you get a large number of
repeat orders from him?
9. In general, what size order does the Merchandise broker bring to
you? Large Medium Small
10. What in your opinion are the advantages and disadvantages of
Food Brokers in distributing canned food?
Advantages (Check) Disadvantaged
Extension of loans. Expensive
Development of new prospects Cut prices to complete sale
Maiket Information Others
Others
Remarks:
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CAMDEN-NEW JERSEY-U-8+A- "CiMIesupo
May 9, 1932.
Messrs. A. P. Coffey and
C. H. Taylor,
Room 1 -181
Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Cambridge, Massachusetts.
Gentlemen:
We are enclosing herewith questionnaire
which you sent us covering a survey of the status,
present and future of the Food Broker.
We really can give you very little
information as we sell our products almost entirely
through our own sales force.
Yours very truly,
CA12PBELL SOUP COMPANY
CBA:s C. B. Annett
Assistant to President
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1. How does your company distribute its products? (Check)
(a) Through your own sales force? x
(b) Through the Food Broker?
(c) By communication as mail, telephone etc?
2. To whom is your product primarily distributed?
(a) Wholesaler? x
(b) Retailer?*
(c) Chain Store? x
(d) Direct to consumer?
3. Does your method of distribution keep you in constant touch with
the market, so that you have all advantages of anticipated trends?
Yes
4. If you use brokers and a buyer refuses to buy through your
broker and applies to you direct will you do business with him?
If so, will you then credit the broket With the sale?
5& Do you permit your broker to represent ether packers with the
same line as yours? ,
Do you set definite territories for him?
Do you set quotas for him?
6. If you do not use the Merchandise Broker now, have you ever done
so? If .so, why did you dispense wi.'e
his services?
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7i If you do use the merchandise broker now. approximately how long
have you been using h1im? _years"6 What is your main reason for
using him?
8. If you use the Merchandise Broker, do you get a large nurmber of
repeat orders from him?
9. In general, what size order does the Metchandise broker bring to
you? Large Medium Small
10. What in your opinion are the advantages and disadvantages of
Food Brokers in distributing canned food?
Advantages Disadvant aged
(Check)
Extension of loans. Expensive
Development of new prospects Cut prices to complete salk
Market Inf ormation Others
Others
Remarks:
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1. How does your company distribute its products? (Check)
(a) Through your own sales force?
(b) Through the Food Broker?
(c) By communication as mail, telephon etc?
2. To whom is your product primarily distributed?
(a) Wholesaler?
(b) Retailer?
(c) Chain Store?
(d) Direct to consumer?
3. Does your method of distribution keep you in constant touch with
the rarket, so that you have all advantages of anticipated trends?
4. If you use. okers and a buyer refuses to buy through your
broker and applies to you direct will you do business with him?
I so, W 1 othen cre it the broker with the sale?
5. Do you permit your broker to represent' other packers with the
same line as yours?
Do you set definite erritories for him?.
Do you set quotas f or him?
6. If you do not use the Merchandise Broker now, have you ever done
so? If.so, why did you dispense wit:
his services?
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7. If you do use the merchandise broker now. approximately how long
have you been using him? 0 ears. What is your main reason for
using him?-L-A C.. 4AP
8. If you use the Merchandise Broker, do you get a large number of
repeat orders from him?
9. In general, what size order es the Merchandise broker bring to
you? Large Medium Small
10. What in your opinion are the advantages and disadvantages of
Food Brokers in distributing canned food?
Advantages Disadvantaged
(Check)
Extension of loans. Expensive
VDevelopment of new prospects Cut prices to complete sale
VMarket Inf ormation Others
V."ter s
Remak
~k~%w4of
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1. How does your company distribute its products? (Check)
(a) Through your own sales force?
(b) Through the Food Broker?
(c) By communication as mail, telephone etc?__ _/
2. To whom is your product pri arily distributed?
(a) Wholesaler?_7
(b) Retailer?
(c) Chain Store?
(d) Direct to consumer?
3. Does your method of distribution keep you in constant touch with
-the market, so that you have all advantages of anticipated trends?
4. If you use b ers and a buyer refuses to buy through your
broker and applies to you direct will you do business with him?
If so, will you then credit the broker with the sale?
5. Do you permit your broker to represent other packers with the
same line as yours? __- __rt__ _ __-_-
Do you set definite territories for him?
Do you set quotas for him? 0-_ ____7._T
6. If you do not use the Merchandise Broker now, have you ever done
so? If. so, why did you dispense wit'-
his services?
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7. If you do use the merchandise broker now,. approximately how long
have you been usinghim? years. What is your main reason for
using him? >--t ?
8. If you use the Merchandise Broker, do you get a large number of
repeat orders from him? --------
9. In general, what size orde does the Merchandise broker bring to
you? Large Medium Small
10. What in your opinion are the advantages and disadvantages of
Food Brokers in distributing canned food?
Advantages Disadvant aged
(Check)
Extension of loans.
Development of new prospects
Market Information
Others
Expensive
v"Cut prices to complete sElc
Others
Remarks:
6:1 ~-i
2Lgb4~Q~~,~4
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APPENDIX -B.
BROKERS QUESTIONNAIRE.
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ls What type canner works through you?
(a) Nationally advertized
(b) Larger canners but not advertized
(c) Small and unknown canner.
Through whom is the greatest volume dc
2. Do you represent one canner alone or several?
(a) If several are they competitive?
ne? ab,or c 9
3. foes the packer set quotas for you?
If so, is there any incentive to reach the quota other than
commission
4. Does the packer restrict you to definite territories?
To his product alone?
5. With whom do you do most of your business?
(a) Large Chains
(b) Wholesale Grocers
(c) Bakers?, Supply
(d) Retailers
(e) Hotel Supplies
6. What services do you furnish the, (List)
Buyer Packer
I
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7. How has the decline in the number of wholesale grocers affected
your business?
Increased Unchanged Decreased
8. How have the activities of Cooperative wholesale and retail
buyer's associations as well as packer's associptions affected
the voluiie of your business?
Increased Unchanged Decreased
9. Do you find that there is any unjust discrimination against you?
(a) On part of packer?
(b) On part of buyerts associations?
Remarks:
{vr1K~#tr
C0,4rooow- *o-
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1. What type canner works through you?
(a) Nationally advertized No
(b) Larger canners but not advertized Yes
(c) Small and unknown canner. Yes
Through whom is the greatest volume done? a,b,or c Larger
2. Do you represent one canner alone or several? Several
(a) If several are they competitive? yes on some items
3. Does the packer set quotas for you? Io
If so, is there any incentive to reach the quota other than
commission Incentive is to sell all we can of' desirable merchandise
4. Does the packer restrict you to definite territories?
To his product alone? Yes, principally to New England territory
5. With whom do you do riost of your business?
Answer under head of(a) Large Chains 
"R emarks"
(b) Wholesale Grocers most to Wholesale
Groc ers.
(c) Bakers, Supply not so much
(d) Retailers none
(e) Hotel Supplies largely
6. What services do you furnish the, (List)
Buyer Packer
Offerims f'rom all sources. TntrodLuction of their oroducts
Continual postings almost daily. by a sales force, without expense
Pool cnr rts of freight on to Seller, except bTroerage
small lots.
on sales actually made and -aid for.
Ad justm-ents on -unsatisfactoryContinual contact with buyers
deliveries. Adjustments or provisions for
Arbitration if any controversy as to
breach of contract or quality.
Brokers must be friends of both buyers
and Sellers.
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7. How has the decline in the number of wholesale grocers affected
your business?
Increased Unchanged Decreased
8. How have the activities of 'Oooperative wholesale and retail
buyerts associations as well as packerts associations affected
the volume of your business?
Increased Unchanged Decreased
9. Do you find that there is any unjust discrimination against you?
(a) On part of packer? Some are loyal, others are not
(b) On part of buyer2s associations? very unjust
Remarks:
These large foreign chains have grown so large their demands upon sellers
have gone beyond mere brokerage and increased to advertising allowances
which are merely secret rebates. This brings forth the cooperative
buying associations and voluntary chains, most of whom are making
the same demands. This is all to the disadvantage of the Canner, The Broker
and the smaller Distributors.
The A & P and some other foreign chain have their direct buyers
in the localities where a. staple is canned. They most always demand
and get the brokerage concession which they do not earn, Local chains
buy largely from brokers.
From
CLEPMER & CONOVER INC.
131 State St, Boston Mass.
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1. What type canner works through you?
(a) Nationally advertized
(b) Larger canners but not advertized
(c) Small and unknown canner.
Through whom is the greatest volume done? a,bor c IiKt- a...-
2. Do you represent one canner alone or several? 4444
(a) If several are they competitive?
Xe %Ur 7Th 1"1WWMOV VV '~ T Ir r1.~~.
3. Does the packer set quotas for you? J4f4
If so, is there any incentive to reach the quota other than
commi ssion 4Af\ .--.
4. Does the packer restrict you to definite territories?
To his product alone?
5. With whom do you do most op your business?
(a) Large Chains _____I______
(b) Wholesale .Grocers
(c) Bakers! Supply
(d) Retailers
(e) Hotel Supplies
6. What services do you furnish the, (List)
Buyer Packer
____ ____ 
____ -40004 llrt.
PbAA W~ 4~
__ __ _ __ __ _ __ ___ru t_*p
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7. How has the decline in the number of wholesale grocers affected
your business?
Increased Unchanged .Decreased
8. How have the activities of Cooperative wholesale and retail
buyer's associations as well as packer's associations affected
the volume of your business?
Incre sed Unchanged Decreased
9. Do you find that there is any un st discrimination against you?
(a) On part of packer?
(b) On part of buyer's associations? 1'
Remarks:
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.ss 2 down
.tOT1o down
.74 4 down
.87 5 up
.*4 n change
.80 I down
y -dir*O caare , consignment
withftawals,, or four
*Doult let yourself run
low -* very thing to gain
nothing to lose on the
Your Payment Plan.
Lonal 8,000 bags and Arbuckle
( arrivil 3.61- American
LI1 2*ial361 - perato-rp
me Ju:-ly thipaiint 2.73 -
god .1b now business tpair."
A 00 UPANY.
44
a03 me WRNj. s. Mrcmz & URo.
D nE AI= omi-oZIN GIANT EAS
DORDUS PRODUCI-11AOLU MI=
KAM&=OPSRIOICANNIGCO.
YnDOSN 1K. CORPORATION
PRTTLW0W CANNED UFUIS
SURGONDRAYCHERERIES
ZMAL CANNED MATS
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L. A. PARKER & CO.
WHOLESALE MERCHANDISE BROKERS
TfzxmoNz : 8286-8287
430 FULTON AVENUE
EVANSV=I, INDIANA
All wmiths Caned Vegsfalu, BeW, Rif, Nat, Jellies,
mwues, PiAkes, Mxstwd, PemwatButeg, CAeed Fis, Sa
eed Spiwd Fih.'A cep ete l ne for the Whoksele Gre.
All quotations subject to prior sale and change without notice.
-C 2AND YOU QQ
KNOW WHEN YOU BUY
H. H. SHUFELDT
OLIVES AND
CHERRIES I
THESE SPECIAL PRICES
on Cherries -
Are for APRIL ship-,
ment only -
Subject immediate
withdrawal - and
not retroactive.
BUYERS WHO WISH TO
BENEFIT BY THESE
SPECIAL OLIVE PRICES
MUST ENTER INTO a
contract NOW for
THEIR REQUIREMENTS
Woto June 30th !
0HERR t8: SPECIAL APRIL SHIPkEENT ONLY
Factor Label
2j oz. Bottled packed 2 dz 952 a doz
" 8/1 doz. .55 "1 "1
3 oz. packed 2 dz. .57J " "
" 8/1 doz. .60 " "
5 oz. packed 2 doz. .95 " "f
" 4/1 doz. 1.00 " "
Pr ivat e
$.55 dz.
.571
.60 "
,62 "
.97 "
1.021 "1
Also special prices on 8, 16, and 28 oz. on request.
OLIVES: Place your contract for requirements to June 30th.
Placed Queens
anzanillas
Stuffed Queens
SU. LThruw
$ .70 dz.
1.00 "
1.80 "
1.65 "
L,90 "
1;70 "
1.75 "
1.70 "
l0o
150
250
25#
24
250
250
250.
Retailer
to 30#
Retiler
"I
"f
All fob Peoria, Ill.
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TELL L. A. PARKER WHAT YOU WANT
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ZUDIEDA 5LA SWill uuXEIS
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STZIKALITE-PALMZR MATRE
NALLARD I PAWCA H 1OUR
0. L. WURW U CANNINO CO.
3LUX DOT LIMA DRANS
300 YOLK, ALDUUNNC.
HAWAIIAN PNNEAIDLZ CO.
CRTWTAL PRARL VIElGAX
E-A-IIOS-HfAV-A-DATZS
LADY BRITT MAYONNAISE
OYISES - SHRIMP
OYSTER SKULLS
WAIH DOARDS
A-1 SAUCE
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*r.
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L. A. PARKER & Co.
WHOLESALE MERCHANDISE BROKERS
TummnoNn: 8286-287
430 FULTON AVENUE
EVANSVILLE, INDIANA
nAU Nitets Cause s VegeteUls, Dew, Bo.e, Nuts, JemUi.T
eses, Picles, Mtad, PaPat BusteCaued Fish, SJJC
aud Spied Fish. A euplete les fr the Whees e Gmew..
________________ 
El
AU quotaio.s ublwct so prior sale and chane without notice.
4A~
ective now -
until further notice -
can make the following prices on Evaporated kilk:
Carload price .... $2.40 cs. Delivered
L.C.L. PRICE ..... 2.50 ""
The price applies to TALL -- BABY -- and TENS
e prices good only for points on the Ohio River or
h, or points interior in Kentucky. Tennessee must
higher price.
R STOCKS ARE GUARANTEED AGAINST SELLER' S DECLINE
FOR A PERIOD OF 90 DAYS.
E IS GUARANTEED TO BE 30O under advertised brands
A HIGH QUALITY - ABSOLUTELY PURE lILK - guaranteed
to comply with all Federal and State Laws.
A better product cannot be bought regardless
of price.
SHIPPER IS ABSOLUTELY RESPONSIBLE.
ATE LABEL: If you are interested in CANNED kILK
under your private label - let us
figure with you. We can supply labels
for you FREE OF CHARGE.
USIVE BRAND: If you are interested in an exclusive
brand arrangement - we can arrange this
for youm
NOT? Why not buy the BEST MILL - at the same
time make a profit and build your
business on CANNED VILK to a permanent
basis.
TALK IT OVER WITH FRjLNK STEIN
H-63
3/11/32
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1. What type canner works through you?
(a) *Nationally advertized
(b) Larger canners but not advertized
(c) Small and unknown canner*
Through whom is the greatest volume done? a,b,or 0
2. Do you represent one canner alone or several?._
(a) If several are they competitive?
3. Does the packer set quotas for you?
If so, is there any incentive to reach the quota other than
commission
4. Doss the packer restrict you to definite territories?
To his product alone? 1__/
5. With whom do you do most of your business?
(a) Large Chains
(b) Wholesale Grocers
(c) Bakers: Supply
(d) Retailers
(e) Hotel Supplies
6. What services do you furnish the, (List)
Buyer Packer
~ __ ____ ____ ____ _____A__
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7. How has the decline in the number of wholesale grocers affected
your business?
Increased Unchanged A Decreased
8. How have the activities of Cooperative wholesale and retail
buyerts associations as well as packerts associp,tions affected
the volume of your business?
Increased Unchanged Decreased
9. Do you find that there is any unjust discrimination against you?
(a) On part of packer?
(b) On part of buyerts associations?
Remarks:
~
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1. What type canner works through you?
(a) Nationally advertized
(b) Larger canners but not advertized
(c) Small and unknown canner.
Through whom is the greatest volume done? a,bor c
2. Do you represent one canner alone or several?
(a) If several are they competitive?
3. Does the packer set quotas for you? /'"
If so, is there any incentive to reach the quota other than
commission
4. Does the packer restrict you to definite territories?
To his product alone?
5. With whom do you do most of your business?
(a) Large Chains /
(b) Wholesale Grocers
(c) Bakers? Supply
(d) Retailers
(e) Hotel Supplies
6. What services do you furnish the, (List)
Buyer Packer
/4c26Ob
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7. How has the decline in the number of wholesale grocers affected
your business?
Increased Unchanged Decreased
8. How have the activities of Cooperative wholesale and retail
buyerts associations as well as packer's associp.tions affected
the volume of your business?
Increased Unchanged Decreased
9. Do you find that there is any unjust discrimination against you?
(a) On part of packer?
(b) On part of buyer's associations?
Remarks:
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1. What type canner works through you?
(a) Nationally advertized Yes
(b) Larger canners but not advertized
(c) Small and unknown canner. Sometime
Through whom is the greatest volume done? ab,or c A
2. Do you represent one canner alone or several? Several
(a) if several are they competitive? No.
3. Does the packer set quotas for you? Sometime
If so, is there any incentive to reach the quota other than
cormmission Yes
4. Does the packer restrict you to definite territories? Yes
To his product alone? Yes
5. With whom do you do most of your business?
(a) Large Chains 1st.
(b) Wholesale Grocers 2nd.
(0) Bakerst Supply
(d) Retailers
(e) Hotel Supplies
6. What services do you furnish the, (List)
Buyer Packer
We afford the various buyers market information, statistics,
and give them the benefit of packer's offerings. We are also able
to promote the packers best interests by keeping his product before the
trade, and obtaining all possible business for him.
John R. Ergood & Co.
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7. How has the decline in the number of wholesale grocers affected
your business?
Increased Unchanged Decreased
8. How have the activities of Cooperative wholesale and retail
buyerts associations as well as packer's associptions affected
the volume of your business?
Increased Unchanged Decreased
9. Do you find that there is any unjust discrimination against you?
(a) On part of packer? No
(b) On part of buyerts associations? No
Rernarks:
JOHN R. ERGOOD & CO.
now atOnaer *XU tio Pa
(b) Mage: osasse et % not ea ertised
f) amf and "Inown canner._
Through who is the greatest volume done? a, b.r o
3, Df you repent one oanner alone or several?
(a) tf several am they competitive?
3. oee the packer set quotas for you?
If so, is the any incentive to reach the quota other than
omisalon 1
4. Does the packer restrict you to definite territories?
To his produot alone?
5. With whoa do you do most of your business?
(a) Large Ohainsg_____________
(b) Wholesale Grocers
(o) Bkers t Supply_
(d) Retailers
(a) Hotel __pplies _-
8. What services do you furnish the, (List)
Buyer Packer
tO voom
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7T Now has the dooline in the rAmber of wholesale grocers affected
your busins?
Increased Unoha1ged Decreased
8. How have the activities of ooperative wholesale and retail
buyerts associations as well as packer's associations affected
the volume of your businesa?
Increased _nohanged Decreased
9. Do you find that there is any unjust discrimination against you?
(a) On part of packer?
(b) On part of buyerts associations?
Rtemarkst
/~i~ 4~,/~~ /165
1. What type canner works through you?
(a) Nationally advertized
(b) Larger canners but not advertized
(c) Small and unknown canner. _.....---
Through whom is the greatest volume done? a,b or c
2. Do you represent one canner alone or several?
(a) If several are they competitive? -
3. Does the packer set quotas for you? _
If so, is there any incentive to reach the quota other than
commission
4. Does the packer restrict you to definite territories?
To his product alone? - _ _--__-_
5. With whom do you do most of your business?
(a) Large Chains
(b) Wholesale Grocers <-
(c) Bakerst Supply
(d) Retailers
(e) Hotel Supplies
6. What services do you furnish the, (List)
Buyer Packer
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1. How has the decline in the number of wholesale grocers affected
your business?
Increased Unchanged - 'eoreased
8. How have the activities of Cooperative wholesale and retail
buyer's associations as well as packer's associations affected
the voluue of your business?
Increased Unchanged Decreased
9. Do you find that there is any unjust discriminati n against you?
(a) On part of packer? A-'
(b) On part of buyerts associations? -_--_)
Remarks;
I-0
1. What type canner works through you?
(a) Nationally advertized
(b) Larger canners but not advertized
(c) Small and unknown canner.
Through whom is the greatest volume done? a,b,or c
2. Do you represent one canner alone or several? __ _____
(a) If several are they competitive?
3. Does the packer set quotas for you?
If so, is there any incentive to reach the quota other than
commission )C 1
4. Does the packer restrict you to definite territories?
To his product alone?
5. With whom do you do most of your business?
(a) Large Chains
(b) Wholesale Grocers
(c) Bakers' Supply
(d) Retailers
(e) Hotel Supplies
6. What services do you furnish the, (List)
Buyer Packer
................
67
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7. How has the decline in the number of wholesale grocers affected
your business?
Increased Unchanged Decreased _
8. How have the activities of Cooperative wholesale and retail
buyerts associations as well as packer's associp.tions affected
the volumie of your business?
Increased Unchanged Decreased
9. Do you find that there is any unjust discrimination against you?
(a) On part of packer? *~2-O
(b) On part of buyerts.associations?_
Remarks:
1. What type canner works through you?
(a) Nationally advertized No
(b) Larger canners but not advertized Yes
(c) Small and unknown canner. Yes
Through whom is the greatest volume done? a,bor c C
2. Do you represent one canner alone or several? Several
(a) If several are they competitive? Yes
3. Does the packer set quotas fox you? No
If so, is there any incentive to reach the quota other than
commission
4. Does the packer restrict you to definite territories? No
To his product alone? No
5. With whom do you do most of your business?
(a) Large Chains Yes
(b) Wholesale Grocers Yes
(c) Bakerst Supply No
(d) Retailers No
(e) Hotel Supplies No
6. What services do you furnish the, (List)
Buyer Packer
Purchase his goods for him. Sell his goods.- ffurnish him
The packer pays our com- shipping directions- guarantee
mission. the solvency of the buyer -
invoice his goods for him and
pay him in 10 days whether we
get paid or not.
7. How has the decline in the number of wholesale grocers affected
your business?
Increased Unchanged Decreased Yes
8. How have the activities of Cooperative wholesale and retail
buyerts associations as well as packer's associ.tions affected
the volumiie of your business?
Increased Unchanged Decreased Yes
9. Do you find that there is any unjust discrimination against you?
(a) On part of packer? .
(b) On part of buyerts associations? Yes
Remarks:.-
The business of the canned foods broker has been very
seriously curtailed by the passing out of a large number o1 whole-
sale grocers. These wholesale grocers have gone out of business,
owing to the competition of the chain stores and the cooperative
buying association. The largest chain stores have given the broker
something to worry about and are a menace to his continuance in
business. They go direct to the packer, over the brokers' head,
and offer him a large volume of business, but demands the full
brokerage from the packer or seller, just the same as that packer
pays to the broker.
As they- are very heavy handlers of especially cheap lines
of canned foods, they become a very serious factor. It is their
desire not to deal thrbugh a brokerr AJr but to go direct
to the packer and get all the brokers n adion to the regular
cash discount.
In addition to this and in part way to meet some of this
competition, several heretofore large brokerage houses have adopted
the plan of buying goods from the packer in their own right, and then
reselling these goods at a very slight advance. Their defense is
that'it's the only way to meet the chain store buying.
whenever they catch a flock of goods real cheap, they
purchase the entire packand then sell it out as they can. They
can usaally get a snall concession by buying in this way for spot
cash.
However, we have always held that the broker has not been
a broker, working for the good of the packer, but becomes a dealer
himseil. (cont. on Sheet #2)
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N.H.FooKs & Co.,
BROKER S
N.H. FOOKS J.KARMSYCo .
BU RTO N PROCTO R dK
CANNED CANNERS U.S.CIPHER
GOODS SUPPLIES
PRESTON,MD. April 19, 1932
(cont. from Page 1)
Sheet #2
We would say that 50o of the goods sold from this section of the
country are sold through brokerage houses, who do business in this
manner.
The . chain s tore is gradual ly dri ving the brokers f rom the
bus imss as he has the jobbera. From present indic ations, he will
also drive the packer. Already two of the large chain stores own
and opera te very preitentious packing plants.
Yours very truly,
N. I. - 0 .
B Y
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1. What type canneZ works through you?
(a) Nationally advertizedl
(b) Larger canners but not adve ized
(c) Small and unknown canner.
Through whom is the greatest vol e done? a.bor c0Z1 C
2. Do you represent one canner alone or several?
(a) If several are they competitive?
3. Does the packer set quotas for you?
If so, is there any incentive to reach the quota other than
commission
4. Does the packer restrict you to definite territories? 6
To his product alone?
5. With whom do you do most of your business?
(a) Large Chains _
(b) Wholesale Grocers
(c) Bakers, Supply
(d) Retailers 7,'(,,-r
(e) Hotel Supplies L 7
6. What services do you furnish the, (List)
PackerBuyer
;& **~'* ~ -
7. S has the decline in the nimber of wholesale grocers affected
your iufiness?
Inomased _Unchanged Decreased ____
8. Now have the activities of Cooperative wholesale and retail
buyers associations as well as packer's associations affected
the voluma of your tusiness?
Inoreased Unohanged Decreased
9. Do you find that
(a) On part
(b) On part
there is any unjust discrimination against you?
of packer? -
of buyer's as oiations?_Gomm
/ Rearks:
t~t/um __ ___ _ ~edI.~. 1,
- A~t~~444t _ _ 2
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1. Uhat type sa*er works through you?
(a) btlonally advertised
(b) laoger oamers but not advertised
(o) bual and unknown oanne r.
Through whom is the greatest volum done? ab,or
8. Do you represent one canner alone or several?
(a) If soweral are they oo .titive? -0 Ow
3. Dse the paX set quo*a for you?
If so, i there any inoentive to reach the quota other than
commission
4. Does the paoxer restrict you to definite territories?
To his product alone?
5. With whom Go-yeu. do most of your business?
(a) Large Chains ________
holesale Grocers
(o) Ba ers t Supply
(d) Retailers
(e) Hotel Supplies
W hat sOrViO44 do you furnish the, (List)
Buyer Packer
44 Z~~4 ~_ ___
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7. How has the decline in the number of wholesale grocers affected
your business?
Increased Unchanged Decreased
8. How have the activities of Cooperative wholesale and retail
buyerts associations as well as packerks, associations affected
the volui.ie of your business?
Increased Unchanged Decreased
9. Do you find that there is any unjust discrimination against you?
(a) On part of packer? -__t____
(b) On part of buyerts associations?
Remarks:
Telephone 230 Armosby Codep. 0. Box 149
WISCONSIN BROKERAGE COMPANY, Inc. 176
T00D
Field Brokers Q Canners' Apents
Rooms 205-206, Clarke Block
WAUKESHA. WISCONSIN
April 20, 1932
Messrs. Coffey & Taylor,
Room 1-181,
Mass. Institute of Technology,
Cambridge, Mass.
Gentlemen:
Replying to your letter of the 18th, we have filled
out the questionaire as -completely as possible with the intent
of giving you information which you can use to an advantage.
It is a pleasure to be of as nnch assistance as we can as the
writer knows personally that you are in for a lot -of work be-
fore you get this survey completed and no doubt write a thesis
on it.
An explanation of our activities as brokers in this
state, we are mainly field brokers of Wisconsin canned vegetables,
specializing in no one line but handling all lines packed in
this state. We work through associate brokers in most every
principle market in the United States and they in turn contact
the buyers with our offerings.
Nationally advertised canners have their own brokers
in these principle markets that represent them direct and, of
course, that eliminates the field broker in working with these
people as it would conflict greatly with their operations. The
same is true of the larger canners, but they do not have asmany
territories in direct representation with them and in these in-
stances we have the opportunity of selling for their accounts.
The smaller, or what you term as "Unknown Canners", does not
limit our operations and consequently our greatestvolume of business
is done through these canners. We wish to say, however, that as
far as the trade is concerned, referring to the ultimate public
as a whole, there are very few canning companies that are actually
known by them. The buyers in these various markets usu ally know
most of the packers from Wisconsin either personally or by hand-
ling some of their merchandise.
As stated before, we operate as field brokers. We do
not represent just one canner, but several. In fact, most every
canner in the state. We have never taken on these packer's
accounts guaranteeing to sell all their merchandise but what we
do is to have several men on the road finding out what merchandise
these various canners have to sell and then selling it through
our associate brokers in the various cities. In this way, of
course, your third question is answered very easily.
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There are no quotas set as that would be impossible.
There is no incentive to reach these quotas as the brokerage
on every sale is the same.
Your fourth question we have answered by saying that
in some instances these canners established a trade for their
various merchandise and therefore it is restricted by them so
that no conflict is created. Our business is carried on more
generally with the wholesale grocers. Of course we do sell
chain organizations and baker's supply houses. In most markets
the wholesale grocer covers hotel supplies as far as the veget-
able end is concerned.
To try to designate furtherAthe chain or the wholesale
grocery business as to which one with whom we do the larger
business is hard to do as selling to chain organizations is very
erratic. In some instances they may buy five, ten.or twenty
cars of merchandise at one time, depending upon the bargain which
is represented. of course, you know that this is generally im-
possible for a wholesale grocer as his outlet is comparatively
smaller. Frankly speaking, however, the wholesale grocer's
busineas is more a regular proposition and therefore have desig-
nated that more business is carried on with these people.
We certainly hope that what little information we have
given you will be of advantage to you gentlemen. We wish you
success in your venture.
Yours very truly
WISC 0INSIXB 0PANY INC.
MBM: JR
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1. What type canner works through you?
(a) Nationally advertized
(b) Larger canners but not advertized_
(c) Small and unknown canner. ?242
Through whom is the greatest vol me done? abor c4.
2. Do you represent one canner alone or several?
(a) If several are they competitive? -Y
3. Does the packer set quotas for you? __
If so, is there any incentive to reach the quota other than
commission
4. Does the packer restrict you to definite territories?
To his product alone?
5. With whom do you do most of your business?
(a) Large Chains .
(b) Wholesale Grocers
(c) Bakerst Supply
(d) Retailers
(e) Hotel Supplies
6. What services do 'you furnish the, (List)
Buyer Packer
....... e+
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7. How has the decline in the number of wholesale grocers affected
your business?
Increased Unchanged Decreased
8. How have the activities of Cooperative wholesale and retail
buyer's associations as well as packerls associations affected
the volume of your business?
Increased Unchanged Decreased
9. Do you find that there is any unjust discrimination against you?
(a) On part of packer?
(b) On part of buyerts associations?
Remarks:
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1. What type canner works through you?
(a) Nationally advertized Del Monte Canned Goods, Anglo BeefCarntion
Milk
(b) Larger canners but not advertized Corn canners
(c) Small and unknown canner. Tomatoes, Sweet Potatoes, and Peas
Through whom is the greatest volume done? a,b,or c A & B
2. Do you represent one canner alone or several? Several
(a) If several are they competitive? They are not competitive except
on Virginia tomatoes.
3. Does the packer set quotas for you? In the main - no.
If so, is there any incentive to reach the quota other than
connission We continually strive to increase the output of our principals
as we take pride in seeing our volume grow.
4. Does the packer restrict you to definite territories? Yes
To his product alone? Yes - on advertised lines
5. With whom do you do most of your business?
(a) Large Chains x
(b) Wholesale Grocers x
(c) Bakersi Supply x
(d) Retailers
(e) Hotel Supplies
6. What services do you furnish the, (List)
Buyer Packer
Wt= endeavor to further the ppngl-ri ty
of their brands and secure a wif
distributon
We keep the buyer throughly posted
as to prices and conditions with
respect to every commodity we sell.
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7. How has the decline in the number of wholesale grocers affected
your business?
Increased Unchanged x Decreased
8. How have the activities of Cooperative wholesale and retail
buyert s associations as well as packer's associations affected
the volume of your business?
Increased Unchanged x Decreased
9. Do you find that there is any unjust discrimination against you?
(a) On part of packer? o£casionally a packer will try to sell a jobber
direct(b) On part of buyer's associations? Some buying assoe-tions try to
buy their goods less the brokerage
Remarks:
We do not know of a line of business that is more essential to
the distribution of food than the brokerage business. The
broker acts as an intermediary between the packer and the whole-
sale grocery and legitimate chain and we believe the broker will
emerge from the present situation in a stronger position than
ever before. However, at all times there are unusual, unethical,
and unfair practices on the part of a few packers and bying
associations although, we are not troubled to any extent with
wholesale and retail buying associations in this territory.
Yours very truly,
AMERICAN BR) KERAGE COMPANY, INC.
HTM. SW
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1. What type auSM works m you?
(a) Nationally Mer"Iesed
(b) Larger eonnere but not advertlsed
(4) Nall and unknown anner.
Thr.ugh Whom is the greatest 'volume rbp.
. 3. y"g ropresent oft osner alone or several?
(a) If several e they 00"tiutA
3 M 3.es the paoker t quotas for you?
If s, is the fiy bative to eaoh the, uota other than
e0 ission .y 4 O M ..- 4*Ik4%
o4 obee the packer restrict you to definIte territories?__ ____
To his product alone?___
5. With *boa do you do most of your business?
(a) Large da.ai1s1 - -4
(b) oelesale Grooers ( m ~~tp
()Baker m a"Il
(d) Retailers
(e) Diel Shpplies<9e0'6Pt C4
. Wat servios do your furaish
3uyer
,OA4
moo,, m~w o
the, (LIst) v
Packer
loor-
I V
7. -1# %..mhe Leolime IR the inber of~ hOleale grooers affeoted
~ew bus~noss?
4 -. hQobage4....Deoreassd
t-. h etivltle of Gopn'ativ. wholesale and retail
07a well s666 p1ke s0.oiations affected
e vO1*e of yitt bapstt.?
tsareas__________ dDeoweased
9. # a at that t Oae is ay uuust disorimination against you
(b) Os part of buyer's assoolations?
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1. What type canner works through you?
(a) Nationally advertized
(b) Larger canners but not advertized
(c) Small and unknown canner. 4
Through whom is the greatesqvolume done? a,bor C
2. Do you represent one canner alone or several?
(a) If several are they competitive?
Alf
3. Does the packer set quotas for you? /14-
If so, is there any incentive to reach the quota other than
commission
4. Does the packer restrict you to definite territories?
To his product alone?
5. With whom do you do most of your business?
(a) Large Chains V
(b) Wholesale Grocers 7'
(c) Bakersi Supply V'
(d) Retailers -
(e) Hotel Supplies
6. What services do you furnish the, (List)
Buyer Packer
"in, nt Ae -4jtw/
a4,k U J UAk AL -A;
c~'VtL.
~wo4
I
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7. How has the decline in the number of wholesale grocers affected
your business?
Increased Unchanged Decreased
8. How have the activities of Cooperative wholesale and retail
buyerts associations as well as packerts associations affected
the volumie of your business?
Increased Unchanged Decreased
9. Do you find that there is any unjust discrimination against you?
(a) On part of packer?
(b) On part of buyerts associations?
Remarks:
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1. What type canner works through you?
(a) Nationally advertized
(b) Larger canners but not advertized
(c) Small and unknown canner.
Through whom is the greatest volume
2. Do you represent one canner alone or several?
(a) If several are they competitive?
186
done? a,b,or c
C-
3. Does the packer set quotas for you?
If so, is there any incentive to reach e quota other than
commission
4. Does the packer restrict you to definite territories?
To his product alone?-g
5. With whom do you do mo of your business?
(a) Large Chains
(b) Wholesale Grocers
(c) Bakera sSupply
(d) Retailers
(e) Hotel Supplies
6. What services do you furnish the, (List)
Buyer Packer
/
~ a~z~LL ~ A~ ~>
_ A~L~~7
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7. How has the decline in the number of wholesale grocers affected
your business?
Increased Unchanged Decreased
8. How have the activities of Cooperative wholesale and retail
buyer's associations as well as packerts associations affected
the volume of your business?
Increased Unchanged Decreased
9. Do you find that.there is any unjust discrimination against you?
(a) On part of packer?
(b) On part of buyerts associations?
Remarks:
1/
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1. What type canner works through you?
(a) Nationally advertized Yes
(b) Larger canners but not advertized Yes
(c) Small and unknown canner. Yes
Through whom is the greatest volume cdone? a,b,or c A
2. Do you represent one canner alone or several? ,A and B one only - C several
(a) If several are they competitive? 0 yes.
3. Does the packer set quotas for you? Yes
If so, is there any incentive to reach the quota other than
commission No
4. Does the packer restrict you to definite territories? yes
To his product alone? Yes
5. With whom do you do most of your business?
(a) Large Chains 50
(b) Wholesale Grocers 4o
(c) Bakerst Supply 10
(d) Retailers
(e) Hotel Supplies
6. What services do you furnish the, (List)
Buyer Packer
Note Attached. Note Attached.
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7. How has the decline in the number of wholesale grocers affected
your business?
Increased Unchanged X Decreased
8. How have the activities of Cooperative wholesale and retail
buyerts associations as well as packerts associations affected
the volumie of your business?
Increased Unchanged X Decreased
9. Do you find that there is any unjust discrimination against you?
(a) On part of packer? Yesin a few cases.
(b) On part of buyerts associations? Yes, in a few cases.
Remarks:
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1. What type canner works through you?
(a) Nationally advertized Tess and also others. -.
(b) Larger canners but not advertized Yes
(c) Small and unknown canner. Yes
Through whom is the greatest volume done? a,b,or c A
2. Do you represent one canner alone or several? Several
(a) If several are they competitive? Yes
3. Does the packer set quotas for you?Sometimes but not often
If so, is there any incentive to reach the quota other than
comrissionQ.uotas usually being increased brokerage on increased sales
4. Does the packer restrict you to definite territories?Majority do not a]L
To his product alone? Yes
5. With whom do you do most of your business?
(a) Large Chains
(b) Wholesale Grocers
(c) Bakers, Supply
(d) Retailers
(e) Hotel Supplies
6. What services do you furnish the, (List)
Buyer Packer
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7. How has the decline in the number of wholesale grocers affected
your business?
Increased Unchanged .Decreased '
8. How have the activities of Cooperative wholesale and retail
buyer's associations as well as packerls associations affected
the volume of your business?
Increa sed Unchanged V _ Decreased
9. Do you find that there is any unjust discrimination against you?
(a) On part of packer?
(b) On part of buyer's associations?
Remarks:
P. B. BRITTINGHAM
INCORPORATED
NORFOLK, VIRGINA
W.L
y
.
4aae~r. Qota & Taylor.
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LOUIS A. CAPTAIN. CODESUNITED STATES-ARMSBY 1907-1911
PRNCEGECM & ss CP
CANNEDGOODSERKMfUITSJMEAWSETC.
105-107 HUDSON STREET
NEwYom
April 20, 1932.
Messrs. Coffey & Taylor
Cambridge, Mass.
Gentlemen:-
Yours 18th received, and I am indeed interested in what
you are doing as indicated in your letter. I have answered as
best I could in the limited space provided, some of your questions,
but like most questionaires, the form you have provided will not
cover a proposition where a reply must necessarily be qualified
in half a dozen different ways to cover the question properly.
I might offer a suggestion as regards question #5 and
that is that the broker who sells a Wholesale Grocer if he knows
when he is well off will not attempt also to sell retailers. Some
brokers try to play the game at both ends and the middle, and'our
observation is that the fellow who is known as a broker who follows
up retailers, as a rule has very little following among the Whole-
sale dealers.
Your question #6 regarding service would be a very lengthy
one to answer because the broker who really serves functions in such
a broad way that it is pretty hard to tell where his service begins
and where it ends. His service to the buyer consists of assembling
for him and at considerable work and expense, much information as
to the worlds markets. He gets his information from very many sour-
ces and this information in turn is passed on to his buyere.
When he functions as a buyer for hie buyer he renders that
buyer a technical knowledge of the lines in which he specializes, a
knowledge both as to variety (where grown), grading, crop and con-
dition of the merchandise bought. In other words, he should be, (and
usually is) a better judge of quality, etc. than the average Whole-
sale buyer. You probably wonder why. The answer is simply because
he specializes in comparatively few lines,perhaps not over half a
dozen, whereas the buyer for a Wholesale Grocer must divide his
attention among perhaps several thousand different items.
The broker who functions properly will not permit his buyer
to over-buy thus carrying stock over from one season to the next,
over-lapping the crops etc. Neither will he allow his buyer to over-
buy on a market flurry because of bull propaganda when he knows per-
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fectly well that the primary markets are abundantly stccked if not
over-stocked. He must also know how to protect his buyer with a
proper form of buying agreement or contract which is water-tight
and bullet-proof against any contingencies which may arise.
Again, very frequently a broker, through hie technical know-
ledge of his lines also his personal acquaintance with his shiyrp-
ere, his familiarity with trade customs, rulings by the Department
of Agriculture and other information,is called in frequently in an
emergency as an advisor or possibly to write or suggest the writing
of a letter.
Again, when the buyer gets in trouble of ecme sort through
a delivery of inferior quality, the broker is almost invariably
the first man to be called in the picture to get the thing straight-
ened out, and to boil the whole thing down to a few worde, his value
to the buyer depends entirely upon the efficiency of his service,
and this naturally is governed not only by the brokers willingness
but by his knowledge of his business and his experience in the lines
in which he specializes.
So far as service to the packer is concerned, we consider that
a broker who conscientiously represents his packer is the most e-
conomical method yet devised covering sales #p sb&tI, because the
broker gets paid only for actual results accomplished, whereas a
salesman must be paid his salary whether he produces results or not.
Brokerage can be figured as a fixed sales expense whereas a ealesman's
salary must be paid even though the saleeman rune into weeks or
months of poor business.
If you will simply reverse the services referred to above, ser-
vices rendered to the buyer, you will have the services which must of
necessity be also rendered to the packer, that of general advisor in
case service is needed.
In our above remarks, we are of course talking about the high-
class, genuine Food Broker who renders a real service to both buyer
and seller and not the recently discharged bookkeeper for a lumber
yard or some salesman who spent his life selling shoes or neckties.
As to your questione #8 and #9. These questione are entirely
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too complicated for me to attempt any reply whatever. If there is
any unjust discrimination or if the broker has suffered through
conditions which your questions indicate-, (and we believe they
have), I might suggest that it might be highly interesting to you
should you write and get a copy of the rules recently sent out by
the Federal Trade Commission governing the trade practices in the
Food business. Possibly if you will write a letter to Mr. Paul
Fishback, Secretary of the National Food Brokers Asocciation, 644
East Maple Road, Indianapolis, Indiana, Mr. Fishback will be very
glad to mail you a copy of these rules.
Hope I have not gone into too much detail, and if I am
not out of order, when you gentlemen have concluded your survey of
"the status, present and future of the Food Broker'' I wonder if you
will be good enough to let me have a look at it. I amx sure that
the result of the information you are assembling would be most in-
teresting.
If what I have written you is of any service, I shall
feelIvery much pleased.
Very truly ycurs,
PRINCE
LAC:ES
DICT. 4/19/32
~ M 4~wQS
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1. What type canner works through you?
(a) Nationally advertized
(b) Larger canners but not advertized
(c) Small c a ' : anner. _ _ _ _ _ _
Through whom is the greatest volume dcone? a,b,or c
2. Do you represent one canner alone or several?_ _ _ _ _
(a) If several are they competitive?
3. Does the packer set quotas for you?
If so, is there any incentive to reach the quota other than
commission
4. Does the packer restrict you to definite territories?
To his product alone?
5. With whom do you do most of your business?
(a) Large Chains
(b) Wholesale Grocers
(c) Bakers tSupply_ _ _
(d) Retailers
(e) Hotel Supplies
G& What services do you furnish the, (List)
Buyer Packer
J
z
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7. How has the decline in the number of wholesale grocers affected
your business?
Increased Unchanged Decreased
8. How have the activities of Cooperative wholesale and retail
buyerts associations as well as packerls associp.tions affected
the volu.ie of your"business?
Increased Unbsines? Decreased
9. Do you find that there is any unjust discrimination against you?
(a) On part of packer? e
(b) On part of buyerl s a4ns?
Remuarks:
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1. What type canner works through you?
(a) Nationally advertized 72c
(b) Larger canners but not advertized f4-
(c) Small and unknown canner. __-_
Through whom is the greatest volume done? a,b,or c /
2. Do you represent one canner alone or several? __ ..___-_-_- _
(a) If several are they competitive? 21.-
3., Does the packer set quotas for you? ?Lvi
If so, is there any incentive to reach the quota other than
commission
4. Does the packer testrict you to definite territories?
To his product alone? 7_-_-
5. With whom do you do most of your business?
(a) Large Chains _ 7_-_ _
(b) Wholesale Grocers 3 ___
(c) Bakers' Supply 4/--
(d) Retailers _
(e) Hotel Supplies
6. What services do you furnish the, (List)
Buyer Packer
dW).
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7. How has the decline in the number of wholesale grocers affected
your business?
Increased Unchanged Decreased
8. How have the activities of Cooperative wholesale and retail
buyerts associations as well as packer's associp.tions affected
the voluiae of your business?
Increased Unchanged Decreased
9. Do you find that there is any unjust discrimination against you?
(a) On part of packer? ?? o
(b) On part of buyerts associations? 79
Remarks:
1. What type canner works through you?
(a) Nationally advertized
(b) Larger canners but not advertized
(c) Small and unknown canner.
Through whom is the greatest volume done? a
2. Do you represent one canner alone or several?
(a) If several are they competitive?
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3. Does the packer set quotas for you?
If so, is there any incentive to reach the quota other than
commi ssion
4. Does the packer restrict you to definite territories?
To his product alone?
5. With whom do you do most of your bus'ness?
(a) Large Chains .
(b) Wholesale Grocers
(c) Bakerst Supply
(d) Retailers
(e) Hotel Supplies
6. What services do you furnish the, (List)
Buyer Packer
7. How has the decline in the number of wholesale grocers affected
your business?
Increased Unchanged Decreased
8. How have the activities of Cooperative wholesale and retail
buyerts associations as well as packer's associe.tions affected
the volumae of your busin
Increased Unchanged Decreased _
9. Do you find that there is any unjust discrimination against you?
(a) On part of packer?
(b) On part of buyerts associations?_ AID
Remarks:
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Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Cambridge, Massachusetts.
Gentlemen:
You letter of the 18th inst.,
Regret to advise that your questionn&ire has been
send duplicate to us.
received.
lost. Please
It looks as though the status of all indi-
vidual owned business is any thing but favorable. Under our
present system of control by big business the wholesaler too
is practically eliminated as his customers are few. and make*
no profit. Perhaps the vicious circle has already starved out
all the profit. No factor seems to be immune - including the
broker or salesman.
Very truly yours,
MORRIS KHLLE&- & COK U
MI: 0B
MORRIS KELLER & COMPANY
Brokers V Sales Agents
400 BROTHERHOOD of TRAINMEN BLDG.
WEST NINTH ST. and SUPERIOR AVE.
CLEVELAND, 0.
April 25th, 1932.
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1. What type canner works through you?
(a) Nationally advertized
(b) Larger canners but not advertized
(c) Small and unknown canner.
Through whom is the greatest volume done? a b Or
2. Do you represent one canner alone or several?
(a) If several are they competitive?
3. Does the packer set quot(s for you?
If so, is there any incentive to reach the quota other than
commission
4. Does the packer restrict ou to definite territories?
To his product alone? 0
5. With whom do you do most of your business?
(a) Large Chains
(b) Wholesale Grocers
(c) Bakers, Supply
(d) Retailers.
(e) Hotel Supplies
6. What services do you furnish the, (List)
Bu/eP ;x
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7. How has the decline in the number of wholesale grocers affected
your business?
Increased Unchanged Decreased
8. How have the activities of Cooperative wholesale and retail
buyerts associations as well as packer's associp,tions affected
the volume of your business?
Increased Unchanged Decreased
9. Do you fi d that there is any unjust disc imination against you?
(a) On part of packer? '~
(b) On part of buyer ts associations?
Remarks:
W7e operate a packers' sales agency, quoting entirely through
assoaiate brokers throughout the United States, with whom
we split our earnings. Ie do not sell any trade including
wholesale grocers or chain stores direct; everything is
done through an associate broker. For that reason, the
buyers' associations are not favorable toward us and
occasionally we find a packer who is willing to slip out and
do a little underhanded work through buyers that solicit
split brokerage.
~fr~tC 9h~ 1%4~
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1. What type canner works through you?
(a) Nationally advertized
(b) Larger canners but not advertized
(c) Small and unknown canner;
Through whom is the greatest volume
2. Do you represent one canner alone or several?
(a) If several are they competitive?
n
dlone? a,bye c-j/V.4
3. Does the packer set quotas for you? L)
If so, is there any incentive to reach the quota other than
commission
4. Does the packer restrict you to definite territories?
To his product alone? ___
5. With whom do you do most of your business?
(a) Large Chains
(b) Wholesale Grocers x
(c) Bakers !Supply
(d) Retailers
(e) Hotel Supplies
6. What services do you furnish the, (List)
Buyer Packer
, e' 4,
PLA
"4
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7. How has the decline in the number of wholesale grocers affected
your business?
Increased _ Unchanged Decreased _.
8. How have the activities of Cooperative wholesale and retai1
buyerts associations as well as packer's associp.tions affected
the volumie of your business?
Increased Unchanged Decreased ,T7%.-
9. Do you find that there is any unjust discrimination against you?
(a) On part of packer?
(b) On part of buyerts associations? .?4
Remarks:
/
- -- - - - --- ..
j - --
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1. What type canner works -through you?
(a) Nationally advertized
(b), Larger canners but not advertized
(W) Small and unknown canner.
Through whom is the greatest volume done? a,bor c
2. Do you represent one canner alone or several? 4 tr
(a) If several are they competitive?
3. Does the packer set quotas for you? - __ __o
If so, is there any incentive to reach the quota other than
commission " 4
4. Does the packer restrict you to definite territories?
To his product alone? 'f__
5. With whom do you do most of your business?
(a) Large Chains
(b) Wholesale Grocers
(c) Bakerst Supply
(a) Retailers .
(e) Hotel Supplies
6. What services do you furnish the, (List)
Buyer Packer
~ ~' --dow ~7 z"00.4
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7. H6w has the decline in the number of wholesale grocers affected
your business?
Increased Unchanged Decreased
8. How have the activities of Cooperative wholesale and retail
buyer's associations as well as packer's associetions affected
the volume of your business?
Increased Unchanged Decreased
9. Do you find that there is any un'ust discrimination against you?
(a) On part of packer? 4O
(b) On part of buyer's associations? iC
Remarks:
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1. What type canner works through you?
(a) -Nationally advertized
(b) Larger canners but not advertized X
(c) Small and unknown canner._
Through whom is the greatest volume done? a,b,or c (B
2. Do you represent one canner alone or several? Several
(a) If several are they competitive? 11o.
)
3. Does the packer set quotas for you? ITO
If so, is there any incentive to reach the quota other than
commission
4. Does the packer restrict you to definite territories? Yes
To his product alone? Yes
5. With whom do you do most of your business?
(a) Large Chains X
(b) Wholesale Grocers X
(c) Bakers t Supply
(d) Retailers
(e) Hotel Supplies
6. What services do you furnish the, (List)
Buyer Packer
Keeping him posted Gettingr orders on commission basis
In case of trouble as to quality
etc. take care of his
interests
F
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7. How has the decline in the number of wholesale grocers affected
your business?
Increased Unchanged Decreased X
8. How have the activities of Cooperative wholesale and retail
buyerts associations as well as packer's associations affected
the volume of your business?
Increased Unchanged X Decreased
9. Do you find that there is any unjust discrimination against you?
(a) On part of packer? No
(b) On part of buyerls associations? No
Remarks:
The wholosale grocer idid not keep up with the times; with the
buying organizations and the chain stores -it has naturally
taken away their business.
Most every large wholesale grocer has a label of his own; he
still is under the impression that he can -put anythintr under that
label and the public should buy it, still this is an un-advertised
label; the average wholesale grocery house wants 15% profit
on advertisied articles, which the buyinF organization and 6hain
store have cut down.
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kPPENDIX - C.
BUYERS QUESTIONNAIRE.
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1. How do you buy your goods? (Please number according to volume ie;
#1 is largest etc.)
(a) Through Food Broker
(b) Through Canners Salesmen
(c) Direct through the canner by mail, telegraph, etc?
2. Do the quantities which you buy, influence you in any way, that
is, do you buy
(a) Large lots through broker or direct? (Check)
) Small lots through broker or direct?
(c) Job lots through brokers or direct?
3. If you use the merchandise broker, how long have you been using
him?
(a) What is your main reason for using him?
-convenient t
V Iarket Information
Credit Extensions
Others
4. If you do not use the Merchandise broker now, have you ever used
him?
(a) Why did you dispense with his services
5. If you buy direct do you insist that the canner credit you with
the brokerts commission? _
6. Does your method of buying keep you in constant touch with the
market so that you have all the advantages of anticipated trends?
a 216
(a) Whst in yoiw opaioa ate e atwaztagse of using the
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1. How do you buy your goods? (Please number according to volume ie;
#1 is largest etc.)
(a) Through Food Broker
(b) Through Canners Salesmen
(c) Pirect through the canner by mail, telegraph, etc7 )
2. Do the quantities which you buy, influence you in any way, that
is, do you buy
(a) Large lots through broker or direct? (Check)
(b) Small lots through broker or direct?
(c) Job lots through brokers or direct?
5. If you use the merchandise broker, how long have you been using
him?
(a)
4. If you do
him?
What is your main reason for using him?
Convenient
Iarket Information
Credit Extensions
Others
not use the Merchandise broker now, have you ever used
(a) Why did you dispense with his services
5. If you buy direct do you insist that the canner credit you with
the brokert s commission? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
6. Does your method of buying keep you in constant touch with the
market so that you have all the advantages of anticipated trenqds?
...-...........
216
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7. (a) What in your opinion re the advantages of using the
Food Broker? 60/
9, A. A
(b)
s I
Disadvantages
Remarks:
/p- 4
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1. How do you buy your goods? (Please number according to volume ie;
#1 is largest etc.)
(a) Through Food Broker ENTIR
(b) Through Canners Salesmen
(c) Direct through the canner by mail, telegraph, etc?
2. Do the quantities which you buy, influence you in any way, that
is, do you buy
(a) Large lots through broker or directBROKR (Check)
(b) Small lots through broker or direct?BROKER
(c) Job lots through brokers or dii'ect? BROKER
3. If you use the merchandise broker, how long have you been using
him? ALWAYS
(a) What is your main reason for using him?
Convenient
Market Information
Credit Extensions
As a witness to the quality of merchandise
Others -offered and govered by samples cut.
4. If you do not use the Merchandise broker now, have you ever used
him?
(a) Why did you dispense with his services
5. If you buy direct do you insist that the canner credit you with
the brokerts commission?
6. Does your method of buying keep you in constant touch with the
market so that you have all the advantages of anticipated trends?
We think so. In addition we receive circulars direct from some
Canners, also trade publications.
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7. (a) What in your opinion are the advantages of using the
Food Broker?
(b) Disadvantages(a)He collects 2:'% brokerage wvhjich -must of necessity
be added to the purchase price.
(b) If a broker is indiscreet he may reveal to a ;iobber the
Remarks confidential purchases of another. This of course should
never occur but in some cases undoubtedly does.
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ADVAMTAGES
#7 (a} The broker is a witness to the quality of the merchandiae
az shown by representative samples.
(b) He probably has had some past dealings with the particular
Canner involved.
(c) He often can locate special merchandise that would otherwise
be impossible to find.
(d) He can settle a dispute between a jobber and a distant
canner by a personal interview that would be impossible to
conclude by mail.
(e) It is often possible to buy lower than the general market
when buying through a broker. A Canner liquidating does not
broadcast his offerings since' this would allow his competitor
tp meet the price if so inclined. He dffers his merchandise
secretly through a broker realizing that the broker will know
where to place the goods. This has been especially true during
the last year when forced liquidation has taken place on'a large
scale.
(f) In case of a rejection he is on hand to store or dispose
of the merchandise.
(9) He c ten consolidates less than carload orders into pool
cars effecting savings infreight that more than covers his
brokerage.
(74) He is familiar with the financial responsibility of the
buyers and can advise the packer as to the best method of
shipping, open; draft against documents etc.
(i) New products can be introduced by a broker that would
otherwise receive scant attention.
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1. How do you buy your goode? (Please number according to volume ie;
#1 is largest etc.)
(a) Through Food Broker
(b) Through Canners Salesmen
(c) Direct through the canner by mail, telegraph, etc? 3 .
2. Do the quantities which you buy, influence you in any way, that
is, do you buy
(a) Large lots through broker or direct? .(Check)
(b) Small lots through broker or direct?
(c) Job lots through brokers or direct?
3. If you use the merchandise broker, how long have you been using
him?
(a) What is your main reason for using him?
Convenient
Market Informa ion
Credit Extensions
Others '
4. If you do not use the Merchandi e broker now, have you ever used
him?
(a) Why did you dispense with- his services
5. If you buy direct do you insist that the canner credit you with
the brokert s commission?
6. Does your method of buying keep you in constant touch with the
market so that you have all the advantages of anticipated trende?
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7. (a) What in your opinion are the advantages of using the
Food Broker? &---ej .--- c
-- 
-Ptr -
(b) Disadvantages
Remarks
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OFFICE QO SECRETARY TELEPHONE-PARK 416-447 & 4465
Central New England Division
UNITED WHOLESALE GROCERY CO.
COMPLETE OROANIZAION ERVICE 
MEMSERSHIP EXCLSIVE TO SELECTED-OPERATING PLANS- SOUND AGRS 129 Grafton St. INDEPENDENT WHOLESALE AND RETAILSIVE 4ERCHANDISINO POLICIES. WORCESTER, MASS. GROCERS IN THE UNITED STATES
April 26, 1932.
Messrs. Coffey & £aylor,
Mass. Institute of Technology,
Cambridge, Mass.
Gentlemen:
Your letter of the 18th acknowledged. The writeris only too pleased to give you the benefit- of his
experience, though our business in the past year with
brokers ha een as large or extensive as it was previous
to that time.
About a year ago we became members of the CloverFarm Stores of Cleveland who are a voluntary chain and
conduct their own brokerage office under the name of
Lane-Lease Co. Under this arrangement we are buying
more and more of our requirements thru Lane-Lease Co.
inasmuch as we receive part of the brokerage which this
concern receives from the packer or canner. For your
information the Lane-Lease Co. retain 1% of the brokerage
for overhead and incidentals.
Therefore, in answering your questions the writeris doing so on the basis of experience and conditions as
they existed before the United Wholesale Grocery Co.
became members of the Clover Farm organization.
Very truly y
THE CLO STORES 00.
JSA:MDS JOSEPH EN9ERG.
/p ! 9
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1 *How do you buy your goods? (Plea'se number according to volume ie;
#1 is largest etc.)
(a) Through Food Broker 
_ e_
(b) Through Canners Salesmen..Oc casionally
(c) Direct through the canner by mail, telegraph, etc?.oth_
2. Do the quantities which you buy, influence you in any way, that
is, do you buy Yes
When to our advantage
(a) Large lots through broker or direct? . (Check)
(b) Small lots through broker or direct? gnnker
(c) Job lots through brokers or direct? B
3. If you use the merchandise broker, how long have you been using
him? Frt=i time to time
(a) What is your main reason for using him?
Convenient
Market Inforriation Yes
Credit Extensions No
Others Atteactive buys
4. If you do not use the Merchandise broker now, have you ever used
him?
(a) Why did you dispense with his services
5. If you buy direct do you insist that the canner credit you with
the brokerts commission? Ye -
6. Does your method of buying keep you in constant touch with the
market so that you have all the advantages of anticipated -trends?
Yes-hAen]anA we have numerous n nf inform ationn -p'
Commerce-Narket reports and notices from Cnnners and nim r..
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7. (a) What in your opinion are the advantages of using the
Food Broker? Ms-.r. .ti.mI
to ad;1ust cla-ims in case of poor merchandise.
(b) Disadvantages Take up considerable time-in numerous instances
are not necessary and only add to the cost of the
manufacturerts overh8ad.
Remarks: In the writer's opinion the brokerage business like the
wholesale grocery business ie experiencing numerous problems and
changes. Due to the fact .that numerous wholesale grocers are
joining voluntary chain associations the independent broker is
in numerous instances being eliminated. Due to the competitive
6onditions existing and the fact that Canners and Packers do not
seem to get sufficient volume from brokers, a great many of
these manufacturers solicit business direct. Although the
writer feels that there will always be room for brokers the
number will be limited., As the voluntary chain movement progresses
and this is an absolutely certain condition based on available
facts and figures there will be-fewer brokers. On a check-up
believe you will find that there are at least 25% less brokers
in New England today than there was in 1930.
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1. ov do you buy your goods? (Please number according to vo'une ie;
#1 is largest etc.)
(a) Through Food Broker
(b) Through Canners Salesmen 2.
(W) Direct through the canner by mail, telegraph, etcd
2. Do the quantities which you buy, influence you in any way, that
is, do you buy
(a) Large lots through broker or direct? I (Check)
(b) Small lots through broker or direct?
(c) Job lots through brokers or direct?
3. If you use the merchandise broker, how long have you been using
him? 3 A'.O
(a) What is your main reason for using him?
Convenient
Market Information
Credit Extensions '__-_
OthersLjLZcIC '40(;a
4. If you do not use the Merchandise broker now,'haveydu ever used
him?
(a) Why did you dispense with his services
5. If you buy direct do you insist that the canner credit you with
the brokerts commission? -1_.-
6. Does your method of buying keep you in constant touch with the
market so that you have all the advantages of anticipated trends?
i A- 42
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7. (a) What
Food
in your opinion are the advantages of using the
Broker? A),,M4 ,, &' /A 6 AtA4J - t'-vvs /
V
t~(~ (dA~( /A' 7fA~ 4~{ 4iL(-( ~L
(b) Disadvantages
Remarks:
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1. How do you buy youx goods? (Please number according to volume ie;
#1 is largest etc.)
(a) Through Food Broker
(b) Through Canners Salesmen _ -'
(W) Direct through the canner by mail, telegraph, etc? /
2. Do the quantities which you buy, influence you in any way, that
is, do you buy
(a) Large lots through broker or direct? (Check)
(b) Small lots through broker or direct?
(c) Job lots through brokers or direct?
3. If you the merchandise broker, how long have you been using
him? '_'(_& 5.
(a) What is your main reason for using him?
Convenient
Market Information
Credit Extensions
Others
4. If you do not use the Merchandise broker now, have you ever used
him?
(a) Why did you dispense with his services
5. If you buy direcii do you insist that the canner credit you with
the broker ts commission?
6. Does your method of buying keep you in constant touch with the
market so that you have all the advanoa f anticipated trends?
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7. (a) What in your opinion are the advantages of using the
Food Beokex?
(b) Disadvantages
Remaarks:
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1. How do you buy your goods? (Please number according to volume ie;
#1 is largest etc.)
(a) Through Food Broker
(b) Through Canners Salesmen
(c) Direct through the canner by mail, telegraph, etc?2
2. Do the quantities which you buy, influence you in any way, that
is, do you buy
(a) Large lots through broker r direct? (Check)
(b) Small lots through broker or-*d gV§?
(c) Job lots through brokers or direct?
3. If you use the merchandise broker, how long have you been using
him? ~t~
(a) What is your main reason for using m?
Convenient
Market Information
Credit Extensions
Others
4. If you do not use the Merchandise broker now, have you ever used
him?
(a) Why did you dispense with his services
5. If you buy direct do you insist that the canner credit you with
the broker's commission? --.
6. Does your method of buying keep you in constant touch with the
market so that you have all the advantages of anticipated trends?
7. (a) What in your opinion are the advantages of using the
Food Broker? (7/f
C! ,Y2±~7Z~ ~t/~ ~ t
Disadvantages
na 2"T
I.
(b)
Rermarks
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1. How do you buy your goods? (Please number according to volume ie;
#1 is largest etc.)
(a) Through Food Broker _ _o_ _ _C_
(b) Through Canners Salesmen __
(c) Direct through the canner by mail, telegraph, etc?
2. Do the quantities which you buy, influence you in any way, that
is, do you buy
(a) Large lots through broker or direct? (Check)
(b) Small lots through broker or direct?_ _
(c) Job lots through brokers or direct?
3. If you use the merchandise broker, how long have you been using
him?
(a) What is your main reason for using him?
Convenient Y.
Market Information ,
Credit Extensions ,,~j
Others
4. If you do not use the Merchandise broker now, have you ever used
him?
(a) Why did you dispense with his services
5. If you buy direct do you insist that the canner credit you with
the brokers commission? . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.
6. Does your method of buying keep you in constant touch with the
market so that you have all the advantages of anticipated trends?
-1?0
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7. (a) What in your opinion are the advantages of using the
Food Broker?
(b) Disadvantages
Remarks
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2. How do you buy your goods? (Please number according to volume ie;
#1 is largest etc.)
(a) 'Through Food Broker
(b) Through Canners Salesmen 3
(c) Direct through the canner by mail, telegraph, etc2
2. Do the quantities which you buy, influence you in any way, that
is, do you buy
(a) Large lots through broker or direct?I ---(Check)
(b) Small lots through broker or direct? 4
(c) Job lots through brokers or direct? I/
3. If you use the merchandise broker, how long have you been using
him?
(a) What is your main reason for using him?
Convenient j
Market Information
Credit Extensions
Others
4. If you do not use the Merchandise broker now, have you ever used
him?
(a) Why did you dispense with his services
5. If you buy direct do you insist that the canner credit you with
the brokerts commission?_
6. Does your method of buying keep you in constant touch with the
market so that you have all the advantages of anticipated trends?
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7. (a) What in your opinion are the advantages of using the
Food Broker?
______-- A~a
(b) Disadvantages
Rermarks:
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1. How do you buy your goods? (Please number according to volume ie;
#1 is largest etc..
(a)' Through Food Broker U'___ .. _
(b) Through Canners Salesmen -22' 2
(c) Direct through the canner by mail, telegraph, etc27.Ap
2. Do the quantities which you buy, influence you in any way, that
is, do you buy
(a) Large lots through broker or direct? (Check)
(b) Small lots through broker or direct?
(c) Job lots through brokers or direct?
3. If you use the merchandise broker, how long have you been using
him? fL4
(a) What is your main reason for using him?
Convenient
Market Information -L -2...
Credit Extensions U
Others
4. If you do not use the Merchandise broker now, have you ever used
him?
(a) Why did you dispense with his services
5. If you buy direct do you insist that the canner credit you with
the brokerts cormission?
6. Does your method of buying keep you in constant touch with the
market so that you have all the advantages of. anticipated trends?
UPtL
7. (a) What in your opinion are the advantages of'
Food Broker? S -
a
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(b) Disadvantages
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1, How do you buy your goods? (Please number accorcding to volume ie;
#1 is largest etc.)
(a) Through Food Broker
(b) Through Canners Salesmen
(o) Direct through the canner by mail, telegraph, etc?
2. Do the quantities which you buy, influence you in any way, 'that
is, do you buy
(a) Large lots through broker or direct? (Check)
(b) Small lots through broker or direct?
(c) Job lots through brokers or direct?
3. If you use the merchandise broker, how long have you been using
him?
(a) What is your main reason for using him?
Convenient
Itarket Information
Credit Extensions
Others _____ __
4. If you do not use the Merchandise broker now, have you ever used
him?
(a) Why did you dispense with his services
5. If you buy direct do you insist that the canner credit you with
the brokerts commission?
6. Does your method of buying keep you in constant touch with the
market so that you have all the advantages of anticipated trends?
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7. (a) What in your opinion are the advantages of using the
Food Broker? %l~l~j~L~d
(b) Disadvantages
Remarks:
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1 a Mow do you buy your goods? (Please number according to volume ie;
#1 is largest etc.)
(a) Through Food Broker _,
(b) Through Canners Salesmen
(c) Direct through the canner by mail, telegraph, etc-
2. Do the quantities which you buy, influence you in any way, that
is, do you buy
(a) Large lots through broker or direct? (Check)
(b) Small lots through brok r or direct?
(c) Job lots through broke s or direct?
3. If you use the merchandise broker, how long have you been using
(a) What is your main reason for using him?
ConvenientV/
Market Information
Credit Extensions
Others ers_
4. If you do not use the Merchandise.broker now, have you ever used
him?
(a) Why did you dispense with his services
5. If you buy direct do you insist that the canner credit you with
the brokerts commission?
6. Does your method of buying keep you in constant touch with the
market so that you have all the advantages of anticipated trends?
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7. (a) What in your opinion are the advantages of using the
Food Broker? J;
--2
(b) Disadvantages
Remarks:
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1. How do you buy your goods? (Please number according to volume ie;
#1 is largest etc.)
(a) Through Food Broker
(b) Through Canners Salesmen_ 2.
(c) Direct through the canner by mail, telegraph, etc2 3
2. Do the quantities which you buy, influence you in any way, that
is, do you buy
(a) Large lots through broker or direct? (Check)
(b) 'Small lots through broker or direct?
(c) Job lots through brokers or direct?
3. If you use the merchandise broker, how long have you been using
him? .Z7)- J.^
(a) What is your main reason for using him?
Convenient
Market Information
Credit Extensions
Others
4. If you do not use the Merchandise broker now, have you ever used
him?
(a) Why did you dispense with his services
5. If you buy direct do you insist that the canner credit you with
the broker$ s commission?
6. Does your method of buying keep you in constant touch with the
market so that you have all the advantages of anticipated -trends?
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7. (a) What in your opinion.are he advantages of using the f
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INCORPORATED 1920 244
STORES AT
PROVIDENCE. R. I.
PROVIDENCE PUBLIC MARKET
HEW ENGLAND GROCERY
OLNEYVILLE SQUARE MARKET
WASHINGTON SQUARE MARKET
EAST PROVIDENCE MARKET
ADDRESS ALL BU
DIRECT
tpYDlJivyAKKET 0.
I %
GENERAL OFFICE
JSINESS COMMUNICATIONS PROVIDENCE, R. I.TO THE COMPANYPRVDNER.1
STORES AT
PAWTUCKET. R. I.
PAWTUCKET PUBLIC MARKET
PAWTUCKET SQUARE MARKET
STORES AT
WOONSOCKET. R. I.
CLINTON STREET MARKET
April 21, 1932.
Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Cambridge, Massachusetts.
-Attention Messrs Coffey and Taylor-
Gentlemen:
With your permission, I am going to ignore your
questionaire in answering your letter of April 18th, and
answer by a simple letter. Perhaps you can adjust it
to your own questions better than I can.
Paragraph 1.
Paragraph 2.
Paragraph 3.
We buy merchandise in any way that seems
best suited for the occasion. Staple
products are bought very largely through
brokers. But it is to be remembered
that in the majority of cases ,at least,
buying through brokers is buying direct.
In some instances, especially canned
goods, the packer himself comes to our
office at least annually.
I would say quantities influence to some
extent the method of buying. Of course
small lots are,more often than notbought
of jobbers. However, some small lots may
be bought through brokers as well.
I think there must be some brokers with
whom we have done business for nearly
forty years, which is the length of time
we have been in business.
Should say the main reason for using the
broker is a matter of convenience. Ve
do not need him for market information,
nor for credit extension.
Paragraph 4. Answers itself by the above.
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STORES AT
PROVIDENCE, R. I.
PROVIDENCE PUBLIC MARKET
NEW ENGLAND GROCERY
OLNEYVILLE SQUARE MARKET
WASHINGTON SQUARE MARKET
EAST PROVIDENCE MARKET
ADDRESS ALL B
AK~ET
GENERAL OFFICE
JSINESS COMMUNICATIONS PRVnCE R I
DIRECT TO THE COMPANY Sa . .
STORES AT
PAWTUCKET, R. I.
PAWTUCKET PUBLIC MARKET
PAWTUCKET SQUARE MARKET
STORES AT
WOONSOCKET, R. 1.
CLINTON STREET MARKET
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Paragraph 5.
Paragraph 6.
Paragraph 7.
I remain,
Sheet #2
No, we do not insist on the canner allowing us
brokerts commission. But we insist on having
him sell us at the lowest possible price.
Yes, I think our method of buying keeps us
fully in touch with all angles of the market.
Has already been answered.
I know of no disadvantages in using brokers.
Trusting this information will be of service,
Very truly yours,
F SIDENT.
ESTABLISHED 1892
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1. How do you buy your goods? (Please umber according to volume ie;
#1 is largest etc.)
(a) Through Food Broker__________
(b) Through Canners Salesmen _ _ _ _
(W) Direct through the canner by mail, telegraph, etc?
2. Do the quantities which you buy, influence you in any way, that
is, do you buy
(a) Large lots through broker or direct? (Check)
(b) Small lots through broker or direct?
(c) Job lots through brokers or direct?
3. If you use the merchandise broker, how long have you been using
him?
(a) What is your main reason for using him?
Convenient_ Vol'
Market Information
Credit Extensions
Others
4. If you do not use the Merchandise broker now, have you ever used
him?
(a) Why did you dispense with his services
5. If you buy direct do you insist that the canner credit you with
the brokerls commission?
6. Does your method of buying keep you in constant touch with the
market so that you have all the advantages of anticipated trends?
7. (a) What in your opinion are the advantages of using the
Food Broker? ( 'F-
(b) Disadvantages
Remarks:
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1. How do you buy your goods? (Please number according to volume ie;
#1 is largest etc.)
(a) Through Food Broker
(b) Through Canners Salesmen
(c) Direct through the canner by mail, telegraph, etco
2. Do the quantities which you buy, influence you in any way, that
is, do you buy
(a) Large lots through broker or direct?L.(Check)
(b) Small lots through broker or direct?1.
(c) Job lots through brokers or direct?
3. If you use the merchandise broker, how long have you been using
him?
(a) What is your main reason for using h-im?
Convenient /
Market Information 4
Credit Extensions
Others .A
4. If you do not use the Merchandise 'broker now, have you ever used
him?
(a) Why did you dispense with his services
5. If you buy direct do you insist that the canner credit you with
the brokerts commission? '
6. Does your method of buying keep you in constant touch with the
market so that you have all the advantages of anticipated -trends?
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7. (a) What in your opinion are the advantages of using the
Food Broker?
(b) Disadvantages
Remarks:
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1. How do you buy your goods? (Please number according to volume ie;
#1 is largest etc.)
(a) Through Food Broker
(b) Through Canners Salesmen
(c) ' ect throug the canner by mail, telegra h, etc?
2. Do the quan ities which you buy, inf uen you in any way, a
is, do you buy
(a) Large lots through broker or direct?\ (Chec
(b) Small lots through broker or direct?
(c) Job lots through brokers or direct?
3. If you use the merchandise broker, how long ave you been using
him? /1AAr '
(a) What is your main reason for using him?
Convenient AA '/
Market Information
Credit Extensions
Others
4. If you do not use the Merchandise broker now, have you ever used
him?
(a) Why did you dispense with his services
(V c 5 I(A-7 C.."
5. If you buy direct do you insist that the canner credit you with
the broker's cormission?
6. Does your method of buying keep you in constant touch ath the
market so that you have all the advantages of ahticipated trends?
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7. (a) What in your opinion are the advantages of using the
Food Broker?
A2CA..~4 sf'.
v~Zz a~b~&
(b) Disadvantages
Remarks:
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Federal Trade Commission Rules
National Food Brokers Association
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FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION
Washington, D. C.
January 16, 1929 - AS RE-PROMULGATED
MARCH 14, 1932.
STATEMENT BY THE COMMISSION
TRADE PRACTICE CONFERENCE
GROCERY INDUSTRY
A Trade Practice Conference for the Grocery Industry was held at the
Hotel Sherman, Chicago, Illinois, October 24, 1928, under the direction of Com-
missioner C. W. Hunt, of the Federal Trade Commission, assisted by M. Markham
Flannery, Director of Trade Practice Conferences.
Over seven hundred (700) persons were in attendance. Eighty-five per
cent (85%) of the brokers, eighty-five per cent (85%) of the wholesale grocers,
and eighty per cent (80%) of the retail grocers were represented through associ-
ations and in person. No estimate could readily be obtained of the specialty
manufacturers who were represented by asSLciations and individuals. The chain
stores did not actively participate in the conference, but a representative of
the newly-organized Chain Store Association stated: "We are a new organization
and represent but a very small fraction of the chain store industry, the organi-
zation having been formed only two weeks ago and succeeding an older organiza-
tion which was even less representative of the industry than this one, and for
that reason we do not feel that we should take part in this conference."
After a brief address by Commissioner Hunt, the Conference discussed
and adopted eighteen resolutions dealing with various trade or business prac-
tices. The Commission, after consideration, has reworded some of these resolu-
tions and has divided them into Group I and Group II. Those in Group I the
Commission has approved and those in Group II the Commission has accepted as ex-
pressions of the trade.
The Commission has directed that notice be given that in referring to
or quoting trade practice conference rules, the form in which they appear in
the Commission's Official Statement be followed with reference to wording,
grouping, numbering and lettering.
"GROCERY INDUSTRY"
GROUP-I.
Rule 1.
The Commission substituted and approved the following for rule 1 (subdivi-
sion 2), Group I, as published January 16, 1929:
The secret payment or allowance of rebates, refunds, commissions,
or unearned discounts, whether in the form of money or otherwise, or
secretly extending to certain purchasers special services or privileges
not extended to all purchasers under like terms and conditions, with
the extent and with the effect of injuring a competitor and where the
effect may be too substantially lessen competition or tend to create a
monopoly or to unreasonably restrain trade, is an unfair trade practice.
Rule 2.
The Commission substituted and approved the following for rule 1 (subdi-
vision 3), Group I, as published January 16, 1929:
Price discrimination in violation of Section 2 of the Clayton Act
is an unfair trade practice.
Rule 3.
The Commission substituted and approved the following for rule 2, Group I, as
published January 16, 1929:
, The offering or giving of prizes, premiums or gifts in connection
with the sale of grocery products, or as an inducement thereto, by any
scheme which involves lottery, misrepresentation or fraud, is an unfair
trade practice.
Rule 4.
The Commission substituted and approved the following for rule 3, Group I, as
published January 16, 1929:
Commercial bribery is immoral and against the public interest and
is an unfair trade practice.
Rule 5.
The Commission, with slight modification, approved rule 4, Group I, as pub-
lished January 16, 1929, reading:
The making, causing or permitting to be made, or publishing, of
any false, untrue, misleading or deceptive statement, by way of adver-
tisement or otherwise, concerning the grade, quality, quantity,
character, nature, origin, preparation or use of any grocery product
is an unfair trade practice.
Rule 6.
The Commission, with slight modification, approved Rule 5, Group I, as pub-
lished January 16, 1929, reading:
The use of deceptively slack-filled or deceptively shaped con-
tainers is an unfair trade practice.
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"GROCERY INDUSTRY"
Rule 7.
The Commission substituted and approved the following for rule 6, Group I,
as published January 16, 1929:
Any joint trade action which purposes unlawfully to exclude any
manufacturer, merchant or product from a market, or unlawfully to dis-
criminate against any manufacturer, merchant or product in a market,
whether by conspiracy, agreement, unjust and misleading propoganda
for the purpose of influencing legislation, or other public action,
is an unfair trade practice.
Rule 8.
The Commission substituted and approved the following for rule 7, Group I,
as published January 16, 1929:
The selling of goods below cost for the purpose of injuring a
competitor, and where the effect may be to substantially lessen com-
petition, is an unfair trade practice.
GROUP II.
Rule A.
The Commission substituted and accepted the following for subdivision (1),
rule 1, as published January 16, 1929:
(a) The industry approves the practice of each individual member
of the industry independently publishing and circulating to the
purchasing trade its own price lists.
(b) The industry approves the practice of making the terms of sale a
part of all published price schedules.
Rule B.
The Commission substituted and accepted the following for rule 8, Group II,
as published January 16, 1929:
Deceptive prices on certain temporarily selected brands of adver-
tised food specialties or staple merchandise, in order to influence
consumers, creates the false impression that competitors are exacting
an unfair and unwarranted profit on all merchandise and is condemned
by the industry.
Rule C.
The Commission accepted Rule 9, Group II, as published January 16, 1929, read-J
ing:
The abuse of buying power to force uneconomic or unjust terms of
sale upon sellers, and the abuse of selling power to force uneconomic
or unjust terms of sale upon buyers, is condemned by the industry.
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"GROCERY INDUSTRY"
Rule K.
The Commission substituted and accepted the following for Rule 18, Group II,
as published January 16, 1929:
I The industry recognizes as beneficial to the Grocery Trade thework of the duly qualified food broker, but condemns the practice ofothers than bona fide brokers acting in that capacity and receivingbrokerage commissions.
Rule L.
The Commission substituted and accepted the following for rule 19, Group II,
as published January 16, 1929:
A Committee on Trade Practices is hereby created to cooperate with
the Federal Trade Commission and to perform such acts as may be proper
to put these rules into effect.
By direction of the Commission:
Otis B. Johnson,
Secretary.
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Messrs Coffey & Taylor,
Mass. Ingtitute of Technology,
Cambridge, Mass.
Gentlemen: -
Your letter of April 26th contained a rather large order but
I am inclined to think that the subject matter which I am sending you
today under separate cover by first class mail will give you quite a
littfe of the information you desire. Rather than to go into any detailed
discussion of the general question of the food broker and his functions,
I believe it to be wiser to let you read through that which I have sent
you and then if it leaves specific questions unanswered, feel free to
write and ask the questions as a definite lead for the informatioxt I may
be able to give you.
In your letter I feel our* that I have found a typographical
error because you ask to know if food brokers have been increasing or
decreasing in numbers in the past ten days. I feel sure that you mean
the past ten years.
I do not have data extending as far back as ten years but I
can go back as far as 1924. The Thomas Grocery Register, published by
the Thmas Register Company of New York City and containing the most
acmplete and accurate list of wholesale grocers, chain store operators
and food brokers known indicates that in 1924 there were 3,525 food
brokers. This figure changes as follows: 1925, 3,366; 1926, 3,337;
1927, 3,188; 1928, 3,153; 1929, 3,081; 1930, 3,049; 1931, 3,003. The
1932 Register has not yet been published.
The decrease in 1924 to date is healthy and is to a large
extent accounted for by the merger or consolidations of two or more
broker firms in a market. Stability seems to have been reached, ap-
proxmately, during the past three years were the shrinkage is more
or less nominal.
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Messrs Coffey & Taylor - Page 2 - 5/3/32
The rules of the Grocery Trade resulting from the conference
held under the auspices of the Federal Trade Commission should be inter-
esting to you as a matter of comparison. In the booklet entitled "Pro-
ceedings of the Second Meeting of the Grocery Trade Practice Conference"
you will find the original rules as promulgated in Tanuary 1929. The
current rules accompanied our bulletin of April 1st and copy of the
bulletin with the rules is enclosed.
Do not hesitate to ask specific questions if there are further
points that you desire to have covered.
Yours very j yl
Secretary.PF/1M21
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